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FOR YOUR EIJU-'l"lLll\' l\‘lliIl\"'l'
(Do try this at home!)

Begin mixing an introduction of sorts explaining what it's all about.
Add a generous sprinkling of the views of a few of those individuals, who I have gained

much wisdom from, over the years. Featuring...

NUTTER
Stir in a few relevant quotes (including some ‘Bush-isms’ in case it all gets a bit too
serious), a whole load of home-bodged no-copyright artwork, a few pieces generously

given freely or ‘stolen’ from various publications (so sue me- I'm skint!)
Add to this a few random rants from various sources.

Then mould some sort of extro-duction to conclude, compile a reasonably detailed
‘Resources/Get involved‘ section, and small piece expressing appreciation to various

groups/individuals, having given it all a damn good stir...and there you have it! Another p
joe-public-ation. . . ‘Words of Wisdom?’

{with that all important question mark}

“Zine [zeen]
Noun.

Periodical for a SpecialiST
readershin a selfipublished

paper, |nTerneT
magazine, or ovqer

periodical, iSSued at irregular
intervals with limited means
and uSualll_| allllealing to a

speflialist Teadefship.

(informal)
[Mid-20*” centurq Shortening

of’ ‘f'anZine’]"
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"Ks individual ‘fingers we can easily be broken, but all together we
make a mighty Est.“ Sitting Bull.

I was recently asked to define the word ‘anarchy’ in a single sentence and the best I could come up with, on
the spot, was- “Anarchy means having the freedom to do exactly what you want without preventing anyone
else from exercising that same freedom." It is perhaps a. lot simpler to definegovernment...

“To be governed is to be watched over, inspected, spied on, directed, legislated, regimented, closed in,
indoctrinated, preached at, controlled, assessed, evaluated, censored, commanded; all by creatures that
have neither the right, nor the wisdom, nor virtue. To be governed means that at every move, operation, or
transaction one is noted, registered, entered in a census, taxed, stamped, priced, assessed, patented,
licensed, authorized, recommended, admonished, prevented, reformed, set right, corrected...Then at the
first sign of resistance or word of complaint, one is repressed, fined, despised, vexed, pursued, hustled,
beaten up, garrotted, imprisoned, shot, machine-gunned, judged, sentenced, deported, sacrificed, sold,
betrayed, and to cap it all, ridiculed, mocked, outraged, and dishonoured. That is government, that is it's
justice and it's morality" P.J.Proudhon.
It seems that the majority of people think that anarchy means total chaos, which would lead to the

destruction of everything. This view is forced into the nation's psyche by the media, which is partly why I
don't watch much TV or read the ‘dailies’.

The true definition, in my view, describes a world at peace, where all have equal opportunity and equal
freedom, and most of those around me tell me that I've no hope in creating these conditions. They think that
we're either too far down the road to oblivion, or that as individuals we are unable to affect any form of
change. This document is proof that they are completely mistaken- as individuals we can achieve far more
than many people think is possible. The 4 individuals who have contributed to this zine have all had a
massive influence on the development of my own personal freedom (and no doubt thonds of others) and
taught me a fundamental idea- to think for myself...something which sadly the majority of people don't
seem to do these days. I could learn more about the real world in a few hours from listening to/reading the
words of the aforementioned writers (fortunately began listening to their words at the impressionable
age of 14!), than I ever did in my entire 15 years of schooling/Brain-washing.

Having spent the last 15 years on and off the road living in trucks, buses, squats etc, I now live i.n a
homeless ho(s)tel. I won't go into how I ended up here because it's not relevant, but I mention it just so you
know that this zine has been produced, (almost!-) single-handedly, by a homeless ind_ivi_di1&_L. [Note- 01/03/05-
I now have a flat...contact details on last page.] I'm not attempting to ‘blow my own trumpet'-- my point is
that it ain't that difficult to ‘spread the word'I...

When I was recently given around 4,000 pieces ofipaper, I couldn't think of a better idea than to
use it all to share some of the wisdom I have gained from those writers who's words follow, with as many
people as possible. The four writers haven't all answered every question but I hope you find some
inspiring words within. I have had to stealthily find the right opportunities to blag the use of a
computer, printer and photo-copier, here in the hostel, and apart from the time and energy spent on
producing this zine, there have been few costs hence the low-ish price. Previously I'd never have
considered doing anything remotely resembling ‘upholding their law’...but I guess as all proceeds from
the sale of this are going to my local Hunt Sabs (apart from a few quid to help with distribution costs)-
that’s what I'm doingll

So what I'm getting at is that individuals can, and do, make a big difference to the world around
Q and I hope this zine is testament to this fact. So thanks for buying this- read on, and again- I
hope you gain some wisdom from the words contained within ...enjoy...learn...write your own and

ultimately. . .CHANGE YOUR MIND!

 .

Joe Public, March/April 2005. _

Note: If, like myself, you have days when it all seems too much; feeling like you're not doing enough or
there's too much to do, or you simply feel alone in ‘the struggle'- try to remember that there are hundreds
of thousands (millions around the world) of individuals out there in that same ‘struggle’ and that you are

~ definitely NOT AQNE. That's enough of my shpeil...0NWARDS...I

... ,.. 5. 1. ~14.
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You have all, at some point and to varying degrees, made
comments relating to the Brifish mental health system, M
your song lyrics, books etc. As it now seems easier than
ever to be scct'ioncd- would you like to comment on how
you currently flew this system, and how perceived views
of mental health in Britdn have changed during the tvventy

or more years that you have all been perfoming?
s  , “I wrote extensively on the subject of mental health in ‘A Series

 of Sh0CK Slomns and Mindless TOKED Tantrums’ (Exitsbencil
Press, 19s2), and ‘in ‘Shibboleth’ (AK Press, 199s). Since 1982, for

‘ all the deconscructional debate within the psychiatric world,
on a practical level little appears to have changed for the better.
Thatcher introduced ‘care in the community‘ in which, rather
than being abused by psychopathic employees of the psychiatric

profession, those suffering mental stress are exposed to the more often than
not malicious prejudices of the general public. The cruel j0K€ of lobotomy has
found renewed favour amongst coke-Sn'iff‘1ng, wallet-tapping psycho-surgeons
ever ready to pO'iI1t finger or knife at the troubled grey-matter of others,
while, hiding beneath the neat euphemism of ‘desigler drugs‘, psychotropic
poisons grow increasingly specific as the drug companies grow even richer

‘M1 [5  ' (just. as Viagra is the new ‘turn-on‘, so Prozac is the
E9 new ‘turn-offi win some, lose some, either way

6‘ you can get a hard-on while the drug companies
ensure moral and psychological flaccidity).

1599'
(',9’,_

From the outset, psychiatry was quackery, and
‘mental-health‘ no more than the parameters of

- mental politic; a Sealed parcel of convenience
t Ly‘ created to ensure that the slave-class remained
"T U i  bound in their self-imposed scraimt-jacket of servility.

Sectioning is merely imprisonment without trial, desimled not to
help the ‘client’ h9.CI( to consensual normlity, but to pzmish
him/her for straying from it.
Beware, there‘s a brain surgeon behind every door.
As the illusory global village becomes glued to the virtual reality of the
worldwide web's ‘inforlnation revolution‘, so a new class of diSpOSS€SS‘€d is
created- the Luddites, the bums, the beats, the beggars, all of whom are unable
or unwilling to but ‘into the new cause celebre (not to mention the ninety-five
p€I‘C€Ilt of the global p0pUl&ti0n who are unaware that an ‘information
revolution is even taldng place).

17-1 J7/NE -'€'AMDEN 6+REEN FAIR
5 wmtj _carv\den3 reenFcu‘r. com
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In the brave new cyber world of cyber truth,
madness is the only sanity. Yet that sanity becomes
increasingly dangerous as it is marginalized by the
spin of cyber realities- Lara Croft is the new Barbie,
Posh Becks a synthesis of the two, an animated
cypher, a frame by frame decoration of nothingaess.
It is that vacuousness which has become the meter of
existence, the prophylactic now termed as ‘reality’.
If psychology was the modus operandi of the
twentieth century, cypherology is becoming it"s
twenty-first century equivalent. The industrial
revolution needed it's workforce, and it‘s
workforce bought the line ‘arbeit macht frie’.
[Roughly translated- ‘work will make you free’-
j.p.] The new technology needs no workforce, and
all it"s consumers, hence the unnecessary
employment of millions tied to the production of
meaningless gee-gaws and trash: do we really need
all this plastic rubbish‘? The answer is ‘no’, but rest
assured, the bosses do. We carry the shopping bag
that advertise their name; it°s the yellow star on
our overcoats. We work for a pittance that we
may buy back from our bosses the rotting
fruits of our own labour. Is it any wonder
they smile out at us from the peg of ‘Hello’?

i Question: “Hello, where are you?"
Answer: “Absolutely nowhere.“

When Thatcher said that there was no such thing as
society (or was it ‘community‘?), she knew precisely
what she was talking about. In becoming obsolete,
the slave has been divorced from any sense of
contextual meaning that might have been gined
through their slavery. Cast out into swirling seas of
spin, the workforce has become mere service tools
to the cyber-bank. Bereft of what previously had

_... _| ._ _-.__. _-_| _.-_- _.. _.l|- __._- _-'- _1;- .1. __,_|- F. .1 __._ _,,_.|- ‘-___. _.‘.- '.r-|| _-_.- I...’ ‘-I, 1;. I. -,. ‘_.. ,.!_- .. _.__|- 1,‘. ‘,|_.

How many members of
the Bush
administration does it
take to change a light
bulb?
The answer is seven.
One to deny that a light
bulb needs to be
replaced,
One to attack and
question the
patriotism of anyone
who has questions
about the light bulb,
One to arrange the
invasion of a country
rumoured to have a
secret stockpile of
light bulbs,
One to get together
with Cheney and Rice to
figure out how to pay
Halliburton
Industries one billion
dollars for a light
bulb,
One to arrange a photo
op session bowingBush
changing the light
bulb dressed in a
flight suit and
wrapped in an American
flag,
and finally one to
explain to Bush the
difference between
screwing a light bulb
and screwing the
country!

held us together, we tap into a mental mirror of a Google options page, seeking
and finding a set of binary definitions that can reflect our increasingly binary
function, our souls becoming lost forever in ‘the space between’.
Yes/No/ln/0ut/0n/Off Now you see me, now you don‘t.

' There are no half measures.
Overruled by yes/no options, doubt has been erased. ‘Maybe’ has become a

heresy aginst the binary coding of the New World Order.
é TH JULY - S?'7‘\l&T G8 SUMMIT
O~ --§i'=-‘F’ .‘i?A/2-FT ll
i 



From witch-hunt to pogrom, Babel to Maudsley, those who do not fit into
consensual reality have always been punished. As we drift increasingly
towards the virtual reality of cyber space, so the psychiatrists will invent
‘illnesses’ with which to keep us bound to the masters of fear.

‘Big brother ain‘t watching you, mate, you‘re watchinghim.‘ "
fl I/ -fl  r‘fl-W,-M'-J’- -M:H. W mJ'H n 

%'.£v§¢§’Z'§lwJ»'/I%lI*‘§#Ja’.fi’¢fl'rI*.§$}§f%’.-fi..'|IIofi§Zi'J/fi§fiI%'fi fiI/’.fiH'!’I/.I&"’Ifi»eZ-"£flaW&*"fifi’fiZIP’

“The distance between genius and insanity is merely the measure
of success in the eyes of society“ Anon.

 . M-  

“Whilst on the face of it the attitude towards all those with
disabilities has turned from mass ignorance to levels of
understanding ranging from 'politically correct’ euphemisms to the
legally enforced upgrades of access and opportunities, the
underlying realities concerning the treatment of the mentally
disabled belie attitudes little changed since the dark days of Bedlam.  
There's a reliance on corporately mass-produced [and costly] drugs ‘
to 'treat' people whose mental state is deemed beyond the norm to the point of
danger to themselves or others. Corporations -.= good business for government, no
matter what they produce; the drugs, whether suppresmnts or stimulants,

 are addictive enough to
warrant further drug to

_.. smother the addiction or
control the side-effects

MAD PRIDE is a not-for-profit organisation. The
objects for which MAD PRIDE was established are-...to
promote positive images of mental health, to counteract
ciscrimination and prejudice towards people who have
experienced mental distress, to educate the public in
mental health issues, to campaign for better rnentai
health provision, to cernpaig1 for less oppressive and
more enabling legslation and practice guidelines, and to
promote economic, social, environmental and cultural
integration of user/survivors into mainstream society
and our active participation and integration into

[it's a booming business];
the cost accelerates to
the point where patients
are released as fast as
possible back into a
community whose
underlying aversion

communi ty life.
‘E-rnaib rnadpridelorldou@hottna-i1..corn

me ride.Qom
help in the first place,

and, since an amendment to the Mental Health Act in the late 90s, these patients
are under constant threat of re-admission should they forget to collect their
prescribed dose of aftercare‘, or if they get into a fight, or get drunk and yell a
bit too loud on the way home, or are deemed again to be a threat in any shape or
form. The chains and padlocks of the old asylums have been replaced by
dI‘l1§ and economics, but the emotional msis remains the same. It is the fear of
difference. This fear rejects any mental condition that refuses to stick to the
ground rules of obeyance and conformity, and would make 'lunatics' of all of us,
should we be unable to handle the way we behave- it rejects the use of natural

7,, Foe sue

towards the subject of
mental disability quite
likely led them to seek



remedial drugs like cannabis, as that's illegal [any alien life forms 10OIdng
for sense in human behaviour should quit now and get some sleep} and
this fear creates scapegoats for our own problems, examples of how relatively
sane‘ and 'well-behaved ' we are, makes us Upstanding and Decent by
comparison in a culture of delusion that [we hope] stops us ‘losing it’.
A friend was sectioned, and beneath the feeling of pity and confusion was a
knowing that he wasn't the dangerous element in the equation, that the chance
of him returning less happy and less of a free spirit was the ‘danger’ here. I'm
not refuting the fact that mentally disturbed people sometimes kill other
people [it takes all sorts, and most murderers are the ‘family man’ sort], just
saying that its the understanding of the causes of the disturbance that need to
be faced, in the treatment and in general. IS it surprising that some Of US
'lose it' in a world of war, fictionally violent ‘entertainment’, mass
dehunmnising via advertisingand the celebration of celebrity?“

"Few of us can easily surrender our belief that society must
somehow make sense. The thought that the state has lost its

mind and is punishing so many innocent people is intolerable.
And so the evidence has to be internally denied."

Arthur Miller.
Who has got Weapons of Mass Ducdn? Hucr pabiltyb oount   

113,600
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 s “When I was a kid there was an
A institution called Calderstones quite

close to Burnley; people spent their
A whole lives imprisoned and I think
A mistreated there. I remember going on a

school visit and being horrified by the
conditions people were living under.
Some of the women were locked up because they had
illegitimate children and a lot of the patients would
now be diagnosed as having learning difficulties - I
don't know what the diagaosis was then but it meant
being isolated from society. Care in the community
superseded institutions like Calderstones and I'm

 dubious about the level of support and care that
A people receive.

0 TH A\leu5T -oNE NoR.l._'D suMMgp_ FEST'\W‘\L-'
HfiP4P$H"i'5 " www. macro b@o$.wm



I'm tempted to think that it is as much a way of saving money and abandoning
people as it is about doing away with corrupt institutions.
A lot of people who are perceived as having mental health problems are actually
damaged by the strain of poverty and abuse past and present. One of my best
friends is a mental health community nurse for people with acute problems and
these problems are often made far worse by lack of cash. She says that if she
could hand out money that would alleviate a lot of the problems her clients
face. But she mn't hand out money or heal the hurts of the past but I do believe
she takes her radical politics to worn and does what she can within the mental
health system. Unfortunately, consultants and budget planners hold all the
power and I don't thillk the mental health of the people using the system is
always their first priority.
There is obviously still a lot of stigna attached to mental health but it's strange
since most of us suffer mental health problems at some time in our lives - I
KHOW I have. It's acceptable to be physically ill but seen as some sort of
deficiency to be mentally ill. I would never tell an acquaintance that I was
depressed for fear of being judged weak - we don't bring those taboos to
physical-illness.
As a teenager I had a very troubled home life and
ended up enmeshed in medication and social
services. My experience was that the    
medication was useless but that the  
professional help was invaluable for
keeping me sane - they diagnosed my
father's behaviour as the problem.“

"If man does not keep pace
with his companions, perhaps

it is because he hears a
different drummer. Let him
step to the music he hears,

however mwured or far
away. " Thoreau.
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WAS TI-{EBB ANY 5§~H3Z-E EZVEN’3" DR
PER8@T TI-[AT TI-{E DAT}-\LY$T

FOR YOU OI-II\Nl3%Il5 YOUR ATTITUDE
TOWARD?» T1-IE BYBTENI? DAN YOU

Pfisii-102%? AN ORIENAL MFLHENCE 5&8
 ENOUIBH T23 NSPHRE DR IMCITIVJXTE YOU TO

 ADTi@I?
 My sense of injustice was awakened in me when I was

about 8 years old. During morning assembly the whole
school was sitting on the floor of the main hall and one of the

‘masters’ told a boy of about the same age as me, to come and stand  
up in the front. (He‘d been accused of something or other). He

ordered another boy to get his cane from the
cupboard in his classroom. we all had to sit there I

as he shouted abuse at this child and hit him about the head and
shoulders whilst waiting for the cane to be bI'Ol.lght to him.
He then proceeded to cane the boy’s hands. I felt a new

emotion rising up in me. It was revulsion and fury at the
injustice.
This lay somewhere withm me and was reinforced as I begn to

understand more about the world I was living in.
My father was a conscientious objector in the 2M world war

with my mother"s full support.
My mother used to go out sticking up anti hare-coursing posters,

and lost her job for refusing to take dictation for letters to
recruit young men for the army.
When I was quite small I remember an old woman who seemed a

bit ‘odd’ to me at the time, who sold a paper called ‘Sanity’ which
was early C.N.D. I think. My mother would always stop and talk

and seemed encouraging and supportive.
Someone else who was ‘odd’ was a girl at my infant or junior

school who was a ‘vegetarian‘- something I never really heard of then.
All of these events helped me to think that thiIl§ aren‘t nec%ily the

way most people perceived them to be. There is no one event or person."

“None ought to be Lord over another, mt the mrth be free for
everyone to live upon." Gerrard winstanley.

“I think that it is rare that one person or one event is the catalyst
for change. I was always motivated by what I didn't want to do, I
didn't want to repeat my parent's unhappiness and I did want to
have a creative life.
Meeting the rest of Chumbawamba and forging lifelong friendships

NUHER was the best thing that ever happened to me. Being part of a
I 1 ,5g7_ .. we 0;: jams LEd\\,{\(Z'D PELTIEIL IN .mu_--
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supportive group gave me confidence and a safety net. I need other people
around me to share ideas and to push me forward and being involved in politics
is not something alien to my normal life, it’s just part of it. Life is a goup
experience.”
‘I"4Q'%Iz-'*F'.I/.|fi'fl'/flflfil/.Z4IJ%?.ZQ!5fl'.?Z’.fl'J!7I§fi¢§ I@'vW§@¢'§’ ZI%'J4§@r.§'Z@1.'§§.1§'flIZi'.EZI§§"

“Bethe ehangethatyouwanttoseeintheworld.“
Mathatma Gandhi.

fi'i’l(§ J-.'E'x%ZI..fl-'/  

“After much useless cogitation, I can only conclude that I didn't -
have an attitude- or opinion, or even much thou@t- about the
system in the first place; 'it' [school-army-church, the
corporation deal’ as Crass superbly put it] just 'was'. I didn't like
school, but who did? After school, I didn't like work, but, same
thing; what was the difference between my dislike and
everyone else‘s, except everyone else %med to accept
their lot with humour and resiwtion?
what punk rock did for me and a heap of others was give us a vent for our
frustrations with 'the way things are, and what Crass did was put the Sex
Pistols‘ vague but powerful slogans into a . focussed perspective that related in
actual structured sentences to the real world we were all so vaguely pissed off
about. More than inspiring, their messages were informative and instructioml;
so if I had to pick one thing that motivated action, it would be 'Banned from the
Roxy‘, whose words I would pace out times 2 am a third on the walk from
work to home, where I would then get to focus my own words onto paper.
{How inspiring is ‘fuck em! - I‘ve chosen to take my stand/aginst what I think
is wrong with this land'?}°’

  “My attitude towards the system has  
never really changed. I was born when A5’
bombs were dropping all around
my parents’ home in the

 London suburbs. My first "
 years were spent

beneath the KltCh€Il y
table where, I was informed, ‘life
was a little safer‘. My father didn‘t ‘
come back from the war lmtil I was
four, and at the time I didn‘t much care
for him. He seemed bossy, and spent too
much time with my mother, who up until
then had been mine exclusively. He used to
talk about the ‘real world’, the one beyond the ,;__
kitchen table, and I didn‘t like the sound of it. A 1'
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-- I-Ie would talk of
war, in which people
died, or work, which
somehow sotmded

even more deadly. So, from an early age I wasn't happy about the
‘real world‘; there appeared to be something intrinsically unfair
about it.
when I was around five-years old, a collection envelope dropped
through our letterbox. Doctor Barnardo wanted money for
homeless children. There was a picture of one of them on the
envelope; a little girl wearing shoes, but no socks. I was very upset.
My parents were reasonably wealthy, and I had never had to do
without. Until that moment I had ‘med that everyone was nice
and comfortable: Dad had won his war and now he went out to
work every day, so why was the little girl having to do without
socks? From then on I knew that things ‘out there‘ were unfair. As I
grew older, I increasingly saw just how unjust the world really
was; yet at the same time I grew to love itis beauty. I became angry
at human folly; I knew there was enouga of everything to go round,
so why couldn‘t we share it?

By my mid-teens I was reading people like I-Iemmingway, Camus and Satre. Satre
wrote that hell was other people, and in most respects I agreed with him.
That said, mine was a happy childhood. There seemed to be a lot wrong r
with the world, but from a very early age I learnt to my ‘no’.
Sometimes I even added ‘thankyou".“
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|'i|"i.'.I'F"u"ii.iTi' TEST
This test only has one question, but its a very important one. Please
don't answer it without giving it some serious thought. by glvirg an

honest answer you will be able to test where you stand rmrally.
The test features on unlikely, completely fictional situation, where you will have to make a decision one-
way or the other. Remember that your answer needs to be honest, yet spontaneous. You're in Florlda...ln

Miami, to be exact... There is great chaos going on around you, caused by a hurricane and severe

£2 Ans - accuse 5HooT$nBB\N<'='x SEASoN er-arm‘
-- eat 001' mares!
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floods. There are huge
masses of water forming devastating waves. You are a news photographer

and you are in the middle of this great disaster. The situation is nearly hopeless
- but you know that you will escape alive. You're trying to shoot very impressive
photos There are houses and people floating arormd you. disappearing into the

water. Nature is showing all its destructive power, and is ripping everything away
with it. Suddenly, you see a man in the water, and in is fighting for his life,

trying not to be taken away by the masses of water and mud. You move closer.
Somehow the man looks familiar.

And suddenly you know who it is -
its George VI. Bush!

At the some time you notice that the raging waters are about to take him away
_.. forever.

You have two options. You can try to save him or you can take the best
photo of your life

So, you can save the life of George ll. Bush, or you can shoot a filltzer prize-
winning photm a unique photo displaying the death of one of the world's most

powerful men
And here's the question (fiease give an honest answer)...

Would you select colors‘ film or go with the simplicity of classic black and white?
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thus. .how do you lg, ;_;___ e~fg’§; Q.-.(/Q“?.».“;~/ab ('.\;\_~_,.\-y, I _.;"__;p’
... “Iamtam -the ®“l\ “€\3\.\.xx‘C\-'\'{\\‘;'-//\{\\\?0O~3_x"~'\~'cd;€\xf\.\:*~.?~.'\:\.“-optunxsm required to

remain acfivo and creative when the world around us
seems ever more barbaric and brutal, and what

motivates you to continue the struggle when the odds
appear to be so Hghly stacked against you (us)?

“I no longer see it as 'them' and ‘us’. I understand the
framework of power, that Britain is involved in a war it
did not want or choose and that George Bush and Rupert
Murdoch's whims have more influence on parliamentary
decisions than voting. I also understand that we forge
creative lives and relationships despite this power

- structure. The anti glomlisation movement of the last
few years seems to me to be less about them and us and more about
trying to create our own ways of operating to circumvent their power.
The more power and responsibility we take for ourselves the
less power those at the top pf the Pyramid have.
I look at the way that the Zapatistas have influenced the movement w
with consensus decision-making, poetic thinking, humour and dogged
determination and I feel energised. They are winning a prowda war and the
balaclava (symbolising anonymity, no leaders) and the pen are as important as

Tl
l
l

the gun.
“'- i" - -M:-W For every brutal act of barbarism

mums" there is an act of kindw and for
mus: every snmll mind there'sa free thinker

 "fin Bflfi, who'll influence our view of the
um - “mm world. I love the way that an idea can

mmMum“ make 1.15 I‘€3.ppI‘3.i5€ OUT‘ S'itl13.t'i0Il and grow.
W“ Ihave never really understood people giving4

|yis5l:':A"mm up on politics because they think they are
fllilllll-Ill not winning on big issues. For me politics

',§',:mL"' is merely the strugle to be human; I
"xymmi can't give up on that strugle.”

-IIw—§—
—.IIl-

"Any man's death diminishes me,
T ii“ because I am involved in mankind,

and therefore never send to know
for whom the bell. tolls, it tolls

fOI‘ ‘W166. JOhI1 DOIIIIG.
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 “There are two major forces that can bring about change: violence
and creativity. Violence is the way of fools. Creativity is the way
of angels. But fools step in where angels fear to tread. Why? The
answer is simple: fools are blind, whereas angels have wing.
While fools stumble amongst the corpses on the battlefield,
angels fly above Alpine meadows
enchanted by the colours and

the perfumes. Fools lead others in their
blindness; look at armies marching to their
deaths or work-slaves tramping zombie-
like to the conveyor-belt. Angels inspire
others with their vision; look at Pollock‘s
paintings, listen to Britten‘s music, read
Whitman‘s poems. Fools conspire with
death. Angels inspire life.
without creativity (or, as Che
Guevara put it, without love),
no revolution is worthwhile,
and certainly no revolution
will succeed. If t0
achieve chw we
have to resort to the
tactics of fools, then
it will be a fool's
revolution.
we can change the world,
but first we must change
ourselves, rid ourselves of all
and everything which is the
domain of fools. Freedom will
never be found within the
constraints of consensual
reality. Yes, when riding a bus it
is only reasonable to pay the fare,
but if the other passengers have
coughed-up for tickets to hell, it‘s a if A  A A  t
good idea to get off and walk in the  
opposite direction. Better a lonely fig ‘
angel than a laughing fool.
It is fools who believe that they can contain and control reality with violence.
But it is angels who know that through creativity they can change hearts and
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minds, firstly their own and then those of other’s. NO real social Cbflflgé can
come about throng force. Change will only come about when we are
creative enough to understand it as a reality; when we understand it
asa reality, it becomes reality."  

"Peoplethatarerea]J.yveryweirdoangetinto
sens]. ve poem. one ve a ms 1m on ry.‘ti "ti and ha tremend ' histo "

George W. Bush.
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“Ihe world probably isn't more and brutal.
Creativity comes and goes as does activity. I need to have a sense
of beauty around me. This ca.n be very simple. Ihe juxtaposition of
objects, the birds in the grden. Watching thingsgrow from a seed
into flower, leaf, vegetable and die and be composted and put back
to the earth- marking time this way. y  
If I‘m feeling strong within myself, no amount of shit corporate  

advertisingl might see on a journey (Q11 you miss it?) will touch me, except as
large expanses of colour on every available space.
If I'm feeling not so strong then I‘ll feel under attack from thme Qme images.

I"'ll feel anger and impotence, therefore I attempt to work on myself and that
way, not to be destroyed by what constantly bombards me every day when
living ma city. A
I see the ugly images for what they are, desperation to engge peoples

emptiness. I'm not empty thanks. This also applies to what I might hear on the
news. If I can do something I will. If I canit, I don’t intend to be immobilised by
unhappiness and guilt, thereby being useless to anyone, including myself3‘

?‘:»~1;;-h-

“whenlgivezfoodtothe poor,theyca]1measaint. Whenl
ask why the poor have no food, they call me a communist. "

Dom Holder Camara.

I ‘We really have to turn this struggle‘ phrase around, from it
being a struggle for us to control our lives. to it being a struggle
for anyone else to do it for us! I remain active and creative ‘cos I
feel useless otherwise, and the barbarity of life actually feeds the

 will to be 'better than that', which is the source of
demonstration, boycott, lyrics, yellingat the telly, and so on.
Optimism is a lot harder to get, let alone maintain;

fig QCT .- wagpwgpg PAY of-‘ Ac:r|or\l MRINST
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I tend to be hyper-critical in lyrics, but its the only way to balance out the
bombardment of bullshit, and generates a sort of optimism that at least not
everyone is being fooled by it. ‘Ihe odds of wirming the strug1e- or at
least shifting it- get better every time anyone does anything for love
not money, for pleasure not profit, for the sake not the safety of
it...life?- No thanks I already got one.”
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SUBVERTISEMENT
COULD Ytltl take two young girls who've hart
loo much to drink into the hack of your police
Transit van, hang thorn with your mates. then
chuck them out at 1.00 in the morning?

lltltllll YOU sit with a nevrsagent who's lust
had his shop ram-raided and keep him chatting
while your colleague lllls the hoot cl the panda
car WIIII cigarettes? y  /  

Ctltltll YOU tie someone to this chair and hll   
them about the calves with a length ct rubber
hcseplpe until they contessedf to something
they didn't do?

-4

co YoI-I? l’m a manner of the lreemasons and the Ku Ktux Klan, and l’m
   interested in becoming a policeman. Please send me details.
i

 .... ..
ADDRESS.................. ..... .... .............l-lAT SlZE.... ....... ..

Gelscnleonewltccattwritetoliltirttltistcnnlorycuand
send it to: THE POLICE, SCOTLAND YARD, LONDON

I-ROM BCHNEWS-n ‘BECAUSE THIS WAR
WAS NEVER ABOUT BRINGING DEMOCRACY
TO IRAQ """"' AT EVERY TURN DEMOCRACY
HAS BEEN SLIPPRESSED "'-' WE HAVE A
VERY CLEAR ROLE TO PLAY HERE. OUR
ROLE IS TO SUPPORT THE DEMANDS FOR
DEMOCRACY THAT ARE COMING FROM IRAQ, T
WHERE IRAQIS ARE BEING VIOLENTLY
REPRESSED FOR MAKING THOSE DEMANDS.’ 77,7‘
" NAOMI KLEIN

TWO YEARS AFTER THE INVASION OF IRAQ, THE WAR ON TERROR MEANS WAR ABROAD
AND THE DISMANTLINS OF HUMAN RISHTS AT HOME. WI-IILE BUSH USES PHOTOSENIO
IMAES OF‘ LIB‘!-'LINDED NIBDEMOS IN LEBANON TO SPIN THE LIE THAT DEMOCRACY IS
ON THE MARIIIH IN THE MIDDLE EAST, IRAQ REMAINS OIJIILIPIED, NEW WARS ARE
THREATENED AND THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE FADE
DONTINUINS ATTACKS. IRAQ WAS INVADED TO
ERAS CONTROL OF IRAQI OIL AND EXTEND

®-:3WASHINI3TON'S INFLUENCE THROUGHOUT
THE REGION. AN
BAPITALIST SYSTEM |s
MISERY TO MILLIONS AS / Q
KEEP PROFITS UP WHILE
l'r IS NOT DEMODRABY
MARCH IN THE MIDDLE /
MILITARY POWER. THE
IRAQ WERE NOTHING
THEY WERE DELAYED
FADE |:||=' SPONTANEOUS

UNSLISTAINABLE
BRINGING ‘WAR AND

IT ATTEMPTS TO
THE OIL RUNS OUT-

THAT IS ON THE
EAST '- IT IS U5

RECENT ELECTIONS IN
TO DO ‘WITH DEMOCRACY-

AGAIN AND AGAIN IN THE
LOCAL ELECTIONS IN THE EARLY

MONTHS OF THE OCCUPATION. I-ALLUJAH HAD TO BE
FLATTENED TO MAKE IRAQ W SAFE FOR DEMOCRACY I.IB"STYLE- MOST
IRAQIS VOTED FOR THE UNITED IRAQI ALLIANCE WHICH CALLED FOR “A
TIMETABLE FOR THE WITHDRAWAL OF THE MULTINATIONAL FORCES” AND REPLIDIATED
THE FREE'MARl(ET POLICIES BEING IMPOSED ON THEIR COUNTRY. BO IS THAT WHAT

Z TH JUNE - NftT\c>l\lFtL anocaa ‘DAY
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IRAQIS w|LL SET? YEAH R|DHT.. FOUR DAYS
AFTER THE ELECTION BUSH TOLD THE IRAQI
PEOPLE “You DON'T SET TIMETADLEE." BLAIR
ADREED, DESPITE A C‘-OALITION POLL SHOWINI3
B296 OF IRAQIS ‘WANTINS COALITION TROOPS
DuT BY THE TIME OF THE ELECTION-
PIEBES OF HATE c
ALL THIS IS nu DLEAR DREADH OF
INTERNATIONAL LAw— IT'S GLOBAL PIRADY,
21aT DENTLIRY DTYLE. IN 2lJlJ.'3 THE
COALITION PROVISIONAL AUTHORITY EHADTED
ORDER 39 ALLOWING FOREISNERS TO OWN LIP
TO ICID96 OF ALL PRIVATISED INDUSTRIES. BY
THE TIME ELECTIONS wERE HELD, ZCICI STATE‘
OWNED ENTERPRISES HAD BEEN PRIVATISED
AND UNEMPLOYMENT HAD c:L|MBED TO 713%.
THE OPPRESSION DF IRAQ IS BEING EMBEDDED
IN A DDRPDRATE-FR|EHDLY RESTRUCTURING OF
THE EDDHDHY. ONLY A DEFEAT FOR U5 AND
BRITISH TROOPS w|LL ALLOW IRAQIS TO RUN
THEIR OWN c:|:|uHTRY. IF THE US wma IN IRAQ
IT WILL NOT END THERE- SYRIA, IRAN, l.':uaA,
VENEZUELA WILL BE NEXT ON THE LIST FDR
THESE |HVADE-D|::|:u|=Y-|=R|VAT|aE PIRATE
RA|Ds. BUT THIS rs NOT |HEV|TADLE. THE
IRAQI RESISTANCE HAS SHAKEN THE
INVADERS, MOST ADUTELY BY FOROINI3 THE US
TO DEPLOY TROOPS BEYOND WHAT IT IS ABLE
TO DD.

1,6ElD U5 AND BRITISH TROOPS HAVE BEEN
KILLED IN IRAQ AND 5,5Dl:l U5 SOLDIERS
WORLDWIDE ARE SAID TO HAVE DESERTED
SINCE THE WAR BTARTED. MEMORIES OF THE
UNITES STATES’ DEFEAT IN VIETNAM ARE
BEING RE-ISNITED IN IRAQ BY LINRELENTINS
POPULAR RESISTANCE, FREQUENT SIJERRILLA
AMBLISHES, FLAI3-DRAPED DDFFIHD, Us
ATROBITIES AND TROOP D|sAFFEr:T|r:||~|. BUSH
HAS SAID THAT MENTIONINE THE VIETNAM WAR
IN RELATION TO IRAQ IS uH|=ATR|r:|T||::. IRAQ,
LIKE VIETNAM, c:DuLD BE A MAJOR DEFEAT FDR
THE WARMDHDERE.
THE WMD THAT BUSH, BLAIR AND THE
CORPORATIONS REALLY FEAR IS A WORLD OF
MASS DEHDDRADY. WE NEED TO BUILD A
MOVEMENT IN SUPPORT DF REAL DEMODRADY
IN IRAQ AND AT HOME TO MAKE THAT WORLD A
REALITY. AND REAL DEMDDRADY ISN'T ABOUT
RISSED ELECTIONS AND POLICE STATE LAWS -
IT'S ABOUT SRASSROOTS ORSANIZINS TO
DEFEND BASII3 RIDHTE.
WE DAN TAKE A LEAD FROM IRAQI MOVEMENTS
LIKE THE BASRA OIL UNION, A 23,I:|Dl.'.'l
STRONI3 FEDERATION DF INDEPENDENT UNIONS
OPPOSINI3 THE D|::|::u|=AT|DH AND
PR|VAT|sAT|DH. THEY HAVE ORGANIZED
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STRIKES, THROWN LIE CORPORATION STOOGES OUT OF THEIR WORKPLACES AND WON
AN IMPORTANT STRUGGLE FOR HIGHER WAGES IN 2004-
SOME PEOPLE ARGUE THAT WE SHOULD RESTRICT OUR PROTESTS TO POLICE‘
CONTROLLED MARCHES BECAUSE DIRECT ACTIONS ARE SMALL AND LACK ‘VISIBILITY’-
BUT DIRECT ACTION CAN BE INCREDIBLY VISIBLE IF LOTS OF PEOPLE GET INVOLVED-
HISTORY SHOWS, AND THE PEOPLES OF THE MAJORITY OF THE WORLD KNOW, THAT FOR
PROTEST TO BE EFFECTIVE IT HAS TO GO BEYOND WHAT THOSE IN POWER ALLOW-
IF CHILDREN CAN FACE TANKS IN PALESTINE WE SHOULD BE ABLE TO RISK ARREST
OCCASIONALLY FOR PUTTING A SPANNER IN THE WORKS OF THE WAR MACHINE-
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IN GLASGOW LAST DECEMBER SIX PROTESTERS CHAINED THEMSELVES TO THE
FACTORY GATES AT WEIRS, A COMPANY WORKING WITH KELLOGG BROWN ROOT, WHO
MAKE THE CAGES AT GLIANTANAMO BAY- IN BRIGHTON A CAMPAIGN OF DIRECT ACTION
AGAINST EDO, A LOCAL ARMS MANUFACTURER, IS GAINING WIDESPREAD SUPPORT AND
WINNING COURT BATTLES FOR THE RIGHT TO PROTEST-
ACTIONS ARE PLANNED AGAINST WINDRLISH GOMMIJNICATIONS, A BRITISH COMPANY
THAT BRINGS TOGETHER POLITICIANS, CAPITALISTS AND IRAIRII ELITES TO PLLINDER
IRAEIIS ASSETS. WINDRUSH HAS ALREADY FACED PROTESTS AND COURT CHALLENGES
TO THEIR ILLEAL ACTIVITIES THAT HAVE FORCED CHARES TO BE DROPPED TO AVOID
HAVING THEIR ACTIVITIES CHALLENGED BY INTERNATIONAL LAW-

THESE PROTESTS WERE SMALL, BUT HIGHLY EFFECTIVE-

IF WE'RE GOING TO WIN WE NEED TO BUILD

FUTURE PROTESTS INTO SOMETHING THAT

WILL SHOW THE WARMONGER'PIRATES THAT

WE'RE SERIOUS ABOUT STOPPING THEM.
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ALTPIDUGH ‘Tl-IE IRAQ
CCNIF1-JCT GIDDNIPASSES

IMANY IBCBNIFZ-ELK  .. 1"!‘
SEEMS 1"!‘ CAN BE SUIANIED

UP EASILY WITH THREE
Bibi?!-E WORDS. - .-

BLDOD FDR OIL - HOW DO
YOU VEEW THE NVABICIW OF F M
IRAQANDTI-[EEOC-‘ALLED I‘ 1/  

wan ABANQT zreznncm?  ‘  
me preaamdmewarooversstmntte bombs F?

d_rop...incidentally, the pres: often use acronym: but ____,,_, :11
don’: seem to have picked up on Bush and The War

Kgaitm Terror! [:.w.a.t.I!!
Yérh-apa ‘t.\v.a.t.’ would be mostly solved by Bush

and Blair taking the advice
on the cover of this zine!)

“The u.s..a. as represented by
the neo-conservatives in
power whose global view
equates democracy with
‘free-market’ capitalism, are
now, post-collapsing Soviet
Union, the strongest

military force on the planet, and have set
themselves larger targets in their
uncontested drive for global supremacy.
Using they of
freed or
at  
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It needed another Pearl Harbour,
and then there was 9/11...its almost another subject, this, but the amount of
evidence pointing to a cover-up of what really happened at the 2 towers is
eNORMous [all over the net, eg infowars.com], and I'm convinced 9/11 W35
a deliberated cold-blooded rmss murder BY the state, to justify the
next stage of the plan ‘Le. get stuck in to the Middle   
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...and it Ij about oil; its not ridding the world of dangerous dictators [america
creates those, through a process of economic destabilisation to the point of
government collapse and subsequent military t3.K€0V'€I‘], its not ‘Making the
World a Safer Place‘, its not even a ‘War on Terror‘! W2!‘ creates terrorism,
along with occupation and cultural imperialism and the arms deals
that divert money away from food and shelter for people so
desperate to survive, and so pissed off they can't, that they turn to
armed resistance. which is why Iraqis and stupified soldiers are still being

‘rue OF IL" REIGIMES... murdered by the eeeen every
Pose A GRAVE nausea... SW5 bask home all need

0 replacement fuel, and all that
soU N RIGHT Texas Gold will run out in the

l”"" OF AMERICA AND next 30 years. So rather than
N flu ALLIES To cut back on gas guzzling, or C02

DRIVE CARS emissions, or anything that
 "   involves using LESS of

anything [don't mess with the
american dream], the reasoning
is to GET MORE of it, whatever

the cost in lives, or human rights, hell, even if it mans fucking up our own
democracy, we still gotta get some to the l"3.CI('i€S!
This war has also pulled away any masks of compassion or honesty from our so
called leaders: opinions once hidden in the underground press are now in daily
columns in e.g. the Guardian, on multiple websites and debated on Question
Time- there's no culture of
sanctity for a politician's
words anymore, as we
now Q__.L KIIOW that they
lie and deceive to get
their way. Its good that we
KDOW, but it doubles the
frustration felt as we watch
Blair ‘sympathise’ with the 2
million anti-war marchers in
central London, or watch
Bush win a second election.
Faced with the
powerlessness such sights
instil, well, you'd th'iIlK we'd  
all have gone out and bought
guns by now...."

llis
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"The corporate revolution will collapse if we refuse to buy what .
they are selling. . .their ideas, their version of history, their

wars, their weapons, their notion of inevitability. Remember
this...we be many and they be few. They need us more than we
need them. Another world is not only possible, she is on her

way. On a quiet day, I can hear her breathing."
Arundhati Roy.

NUTTER
It's interesting that the media is selling the line @

“When the planes flew into the twin towers the declared aim was
to provoke America into waging a holy war. It was idiot logic of
Bush to give Bin Laden that Holy War, going on to attack Iraq was
just opportunism. Negri says that capitalism now needs a state
of perpetual war to function y
and I think he's rigat. %

that abuse in Iraqi prisons was just a few bad  
apples that have got their comeuppance. What
about all the abuse that happened and is
happening off camera? The British soldiers and
US took pictures because that abuse was seen as
acceptable within the military. They did not
think they were doing anything wrong. Now
we are expected to swallow the line that all
torture only happens on camera. Those
snapshots are just the tip of what is happening
in Iraq.“

II'»'Z"'.-fi’.I"/%'4II*'I/£1/.I#’.§'.£/.1/.|ufiZ'/J’/I‘/.§"§/.£'5fl".¢Z".fl/§’*§/II/I’/4fl'H'.|I'/Ell?‘Z'§?'.fi#.J!¢"'.¢flf§r..‘I!'/§".§I’.£'/I/4!/4M‘-‘ff/.iI»'%Z§)'.fl/.l'¢I?§’4I/£?.I'r'.§".Z/.ffI/.§fl?.£=‘JI-‘ill?

"Every gun that is made, every warship
launched, every rocket fired, signifies
in the final sense a theft from those

who hunger and are not fed, those who
are cold and are not clothed"

Dwight Eisenhower (1890/1969) 34th President
of the United States [!]

'lTW!'/’.|fl’Zf£’1l-'/J'¢£I'/'.l'/'..l1'/.3!’-Jill‘/§"..#'

“There is no doubt in my mind that
Bush was instrumental in the  
attack on the World Trade Centre. Three thousand V0156 for
the unelected President. Three thousands martyrs for the
cause of oil. ‘

The terror is Bush. He is at war with himself.
He knows no other truth.

When truth is a lie, we drift towards the fiery hell of Nazism.
no L - ' - . . .(Fop_SmAL_1_mEE) Iv Y HQNT Sesortura A5Soc.mT|or\\ A e M
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I Blair knows he was wrong, but feels he was right.
 When emotions override intellect, we open the doors
 of the death camp ovens and throw ourselves in.

The dead of Iraq are the revenge that Bush must take
upon himself for the mass murder he committed on
9/ll. His is the logic of the serial killer: absolution -
blood avenges blood. He has no rwson mt his own.

He is already dead.“

"Patriotism is the last bastion of the
scoundrel."
Oscar Wilde

1 ..._
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Hussein for his acti0n$- We will Obil ize
 "' threat to our vital illl_;_gre5[_ -to mes‘ ““5    5 "‘U In-1: - ‘h

._- until an (.F\l\4I'()(: -
the Persian  Q) ble

solution is "ea“"""'”
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qnnunnllnv -annulus: wllnillallln uranium» annuals mainland nuflvlllnr nnnnlnlnut -mnllnlnu mailman
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Q ttrt mm sect tarlin - gross ant mouth» wmebifln of the 70‘; am 80's.

The paradnx cf ml!’ iime in hishry is i'l\ai'-'
We have ialler buildings Lui slmrier tempers!Wider freeways. Lul narrnwer
viewpuin-ls. We spend mare, but have less. We Lvy mare, Lei enjny less. We

have bigger huuses and smaller families, mare cunvenienees, Lui less lime. We
have more degrees Lu-1' less sense, mere l¢nnwle@. Lu! less judgmen-1', mare
exper-ls, yet more prnl-lems, mere medicine, lull‘ less wellness. We drinli he

much, smnlte -1-an much, spend inn recklessly, laugh inn little, drive he fasi, go-1'
‘Pun angry, slay up he laie, gel up -Inn -fired, read he lifile, watch TV -inn much,

and pray in seldmn. We have mulfiplied nor pussessinns, lnrl reduced nor
values... We -lalk inn much, lave in seldum, and haie he ufien. We've learned

lmw ‘la make a living. Lei nu-I a life. We've added years -In life nu"! life ‘la years.
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We've been all the way in the mum "" I "'_'l
and back. but have truuble crnssing l (xv
the street tn meet a new neighbnur.
We conquered cuter space but nut

Iinner space. We've dune larger things, |_ C '-~ any P can w as
RT O '- (. t.o I-<

but nut better things. We've cleaned up “'
the air E'l,j.p.1 but polluted the snul. We've
cnnquered the atom. but nut nur
prejudice. We write mare, but learn less.
We plan mare. but accnmplish lees. We've
learned tn rush, but nu!’ in wait. We
build mnre computers tn held mare infarmatinn, tn prnduce mare cnpies than ever,
but we cnmmunicate less and less. These are the times uf fast funds and slaw
digestinn. big men and small character. smep prnfits and shallow relatinnships. These
are the days nf twn incnmes but mare divnrce. fancier hnuses but brnken hames.
These are days cf quick trips, dispnsable diapers, thrnwaway mnrality, nne night
stands, nverweighi bndies. and pills that dn everything from cheer. in quiet, in kill It
is a time when there is much in the shnwrunm windnw and nu-thing in the
stnckrnmnhtilnewhen iecl\nnlngycanb1'ing\l'hiBb~l'lertuyn\I.andal'imewhen ynu
can chnnse either tn share this insight, nr tn just hit delete. Remember. spend same
time with ynur lnved nnes. because they are nnt gning tn be arnund fnrever.
Remember, say a kind ward tn snmeune whn lnnks up tn ynu in awe. because that
little persnn snnn will grnw up and have ynur side. mmber. tn give a warm hug tn
the nne next tn ynu, because that E the nnly treasure ynu an give with your heart

and it dneen't cast a cent. Remember. tn say.

AH H009in

Ti-1.A‘l""5 G000
"w£‘vE_ 4'01".L-.
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"llnveynu"-I-nynurpartnerandynurlaved
Qt I nneabutmnstnfallmeanithkissandan

embrace-willmendhurtwhenitcnmesfrnm
Q 1», inside arm. Remember tn h-.11 hands

and cherish the mnment far snmeday that
persnn will nu-1' be there again. Give time in
lnve.give-lime!-nspeal¢.andgivetimetn
share the precinus thnughts in your mind.
AND ALWAYS Rbliiflfii Life is nut measured
by tlm number nf breaths we take, but by
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Our aim to get?yenindependent
punk rock music at reasonableprices.

80, before you go into hand.
over your B15, check ins out. If there is n
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holdof it for you (nothing on a
major label, though).

Contact  
Box 295,SOt1th8mpt0n,  

B017 11-W. UK  
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the maments that take nur breath away. lf
you dnn'-l' send this tn at least 3 peuplemwhn
M758? Gearp Carlin (taken from e-mail doing
the rounds)
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ln what circumstances, if any, would you
justify the use of violence in an ever more

violent world?
.. . . do you feel it inevitable that any real
change in our current system will only be

brought about by the use of force?
l\'ll R Al

'" “If we follow the path
---/ of fools, we will meet  

fools on the path.“

"Every person who is not helping to bring abmt a better state
of affairs for the future is helping to perpetuate the went

misery and is therefore the enmy of their own children”
Robert Trwsell.

 “When you say ‘real change’ and ‘current system‘ I can"t really
relate to this.

No progress of the human spirit can come about
throu@ ViOlen0e. It’s too painfully obvious and I believe
that's the only way ‘real change‘ can happen.

 Individuals can"t ultimately be forced to behave in a certain
way. They can however, be conned into believing that they __w____gn__t, to behave in
certain way. Which is what I believe we have here in our ‘current system’.
Personally I don‘t accept that anything of any worth can come about throng:
violence because violence is an energy whim by it"s very nature
perverts the result 3

I can't say for sure how I would react if I were in a A
situation of extreme aggression I imagine I would |\|;|:_
use self-defence, unless I was comatose.“

‘The greatest threat to humanity and
peace is NOT corruption and evil; the

greatest threat is the mass of people who
watch it and do absolutely nothing about
it." "Albert Einstein 1879/1955, Physicist

and Pacifist. ®
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“I don't believe that change comes about by storming the palace
gates one day. I don’t want to talk hypothetical situations but I
think that the level of desperation often determines the level of
violence. Palestinians are desperate but what is George
Bush's excuse? Sometimes violence is necessary and sometimes it
just makes a bad situation worse. I think it was Gene Genet who
said he would support revolutionary struggle until the
revolutionary came to power and then he was just part of the problem (I am
paraphrasing.) I understand that.“

.. .but we don't buy guns, do we‘? Adding t0 the violence Only L
increases it. I can understand the view that the violent i
destruction of inanimate objects like animal testing labs, or
Parliament, would be a painless and fast way to stir things up and
accelerate change, but that
uneasily mirrors the use of  
smart bombs in the Gulf war,

where targets were unoccupied buildings;
different priorities, but the same tactic.  
which fails, simply ‘cos the human reaction to
destruction is revenge. I
Any real change, by which is meant No
More War [of any sort], can only come
about when we all refuse to join in,
refuse to follow tradition, refuse to join the
Forces, refuse to be intimidated by law and
social 'norms'...and start to live as if other
people were more important than possession
or status or income, that life itself was not a
price anyone had to pay for economic/political/territorial ambitions. which
may sound dream-like, but the use of force to change a system that relies on force
is a dead end. Only throng; time and co-operation with each other do we
pass on the idea that everything can be better than this.”
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“I have a
different

take on TV, I
read the
schedules for

radio and
watch and listen
selectively. Anybody who
saw Adam Curtis's series
The Power Of Nightmares
will understand how
useful TV can be for
helping us to understand
the world. Technology is
amoral not ‘immoral. It
is how you use it.
Murdoch uses it in the
worst way possible, to
further his ohm empire. It
is important to have

alternatives to that empire. lndymedia and undercurrents are really useful
tools but I do not think that they are necessarily 'the truth: I'm not religious; I
don't think there is any one truth. I am biased and more likely to read
news that reflects my views on Indymedia.“ i

"It is easier and less costly to change the way people think
_ about reality than it is to change reality”

Morris Wolfe, PR consultant.
‘H F"/6 " N H(Fan UNZ) 21 c‘1T11\lér 11.1.. CMLNIVAL



“Nope, the alternatives are all we've got: and for the people who
IOOR to the alternative press for actual facts, mass-market TV is
already obsolete. It is a lot easier to say than do, but it's merely a
case of spreading the info wider in the hope that more people
uncover their dormant to discover that that itchy
feelmg they have [that l1fe fails to relate to the fiction

-_.|- .-1-r

daily pumped at us and headlines] has causes based
on realities largely hidden beneath surface. TV 'iS business nm
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wrong with 'lV'-2' to 'what~},§¥doneatil‘it'?', way forward has
been to use the same  a 'only upside to the
expansion in it gets;c;r hencetmrefiaccessible, and now
almost anyone can to get porting/printiriyforthe sake of
getting the facts there to counteroe the shallow disinformation we
set fed 24/1.

Of course there's the notion of the media from within the system
that"'s already in place, which hits the barrier of having to retain sound
principles whilst climbing the corporate ladder to the level of Rupert Murdoch,

just like becoming a A EARLIES1‘ KNOWN 'WORD' son 'ra1=:1:1>0m'
politician has yet to ____
radically alter the nature of
government.

And then there's the other
notion of calling round to a
friend's house, even if its

 .1 2, ....
_%@

only t0 eI'1S\_1I‘e that neither —   i  

of you spend time watching the BOX. Because TV's other function, apart from
feeding us bullshit, is to Keep us QUIET and sedate, which leads to suppressed
emotions, dysfunctional communication, relationship br€3Kd0WH, self-denial,
alcoholism, violence...ALL of which can be vicariously reflected upon in any
soap opera- the cycle completes [and repeats on Sundays....]. Our entertaining
friend lIl&k8S us strangers to ourselves.“
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"War is the terrorism of the rich; Iflerrorism is the war of the
poor." Peter Ustinov.

“Over ten years ago I pledged never amin to watch TV, listen to  
the radio or read newspapers. Since that time I have been able
to think more clearly. I don’t need to know what hairstyle
David Beckham is wearing, nor whether he‘s getting on with
‘his missus’. I don‘t care what Blair is saying because I know  
already that he has nothing to say that is worthwhile. Yet, v
despite this, I always seem to know what is going on in the
world. I have two eyes, two ears, and many friends, and with those attributes
I can learn all that I need to learn.
I must be one of the very few people in the western world who didn’t see
footage or stills of 9/11, but I knew what had happened there. I knew it

     t     sooner than those
*’&‘5""“'*‘ ‘ ‘°“‘°' ‘ “"“"‘°‘ i'3~‘1i.'r'iu'Ei it “'13? 1‘-tit"-t“t»‘i“ whose e es w r  "~~'s.t..*@.‘:er'='l Y e e

@§C'il\/{RI u GI L‘; ' I \\ , . -~'.....g. I I ' thé TV,

F3-‘I.

“W whose ears were bent
\ 6  by press propagnda. I

436$ knew that Bush had
struck his decisive
blow. I knew that he
would IIIHKB war. I

- knew that the war
--_.. would be a disaster

'~'~' (but then what war
was ever anything but

a disaster?). I knew what had happened and what would happen because
without the mind-numbing stupidity created by the media we are free to
think, indeed, we become free thinkers.

Who needs TV when there’s a sunset or a storm-cloud to look at?
Who needs radio when there's bird-song or the rumble of that storm

to listen to? Who needs newspapers when there’s a whole world
outside your door? We‘re losing our ability to communicate: we text

rather than talk. We're losing the possibilities of chance encounters; rather
than strolling down to the library, we switch on the Internet. The Only

thing we ever see with the Internet is our finger on the button. At
the library we migm have met old friends, made new ones, gone off to the cafe

for a chat, learnt something we didn°t know we were going to learn. The
Internet is not an information ‘revolution’, it is an electronic soup

to which we add the mlt and pepper of our own prejudices.
 TH /Wm/_ -- B'Et;l'F\r\lE
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Yes/No/In/0ut/0n/Off.
Remember, there"'s no ‘lmybei

The internet is counter-revolutionary. The TV kept us off the streets by binding
us to the armchair, 1    1 ~  whereas the
internet goes one step further by
Wrapping us up in an internalised idea
of what we like to imagine ourselves to
be: jerking off to a porn queen or
googling radical roots, cyber porn
and cyber revolution are one
and the same thing - the super-glue of
mega-media. No wonder the streets are silent. No wonder that when they do
burst into occasional life they become inhabited by cyphers acting out the
roles of their cyber-heroes.
Brigitte Bardot is flesh and blood: sexual essence. Lara Croft is a collection of
pixels preying on male sexual fantasies. Posh Becks is a pixel parody: b‘
essence. The fait is as good as accompli. We are becoming ‘other’.
Fifty percent of racingpigeons rel on racesnever rmke it home.

y? their ho ‘ instinct is beingdestroyed b the babble
of mobile phones.

Question: “Hello, where are you?“
Answer: “Hopelessly lost.”

The human brain is the most delicate and complex organism on earth. D0 you
really suppose that we too could not be destroyed by that babble? Bit by bit
we are giving way to the subliminal messages of the electronic soup, persuaded
by ourselves to rush towards the cliff-edge of oblivion. If Aids is
a chemical believe it is) then
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Ifheartbeat. t lead you to
discover the sparkling m ries of life where 5. .
gold is silence and love is an unleashed panther.“
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"The CIA owns everyone of any significance in the major
media. " Willziam Colby, former director of the CIA.
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“I don't have a televisionand I don‘t buy newspapers
because I think they feed shit.

 Changing or nmldngobsolete their mnipu1at'ion?...I
doubt it- not until people think for themselves.“

c.\/' .2:-2,
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Afleme-ntoPSilenee?  
Before I start this poem/I'd like to ask you to Join me/in a moment
of silencelin honour of those who diedlin the World Trade Oentreland
the Pentagonllast September 11th/I would also like to ask youla moment

of silencelfor all of those who have beenlharassed, imprisoned,
disappeared/tortured, raped, or killed/in retaliation for those strikeslfor

the victims in bothhifghanistan and the U.S./And if I could just add one more
thing...

A full day of silence/for the tens of thousands of Palestinians/who have diedat the
hands of U.S.-backed Israeli forceslover decades of occupationlsix months of
silence/for the million and-a-half Iraqi people/mostly childrenlvho have died

of/malnourishment or starvationlas a result of an ll-year U.S. embargo/winst the
country/Before I begin this poem: two months of silencelfor the Blacks under Apartheid/in
South Africa/where homeland security/made them alienslin their own countrylliine months of
silence for the dead in Hiroshima/and Nagasaki/where death rainedldown and peeled back/every

layer of concrete, steel, earth and skin/and the survivors went on as if alivels year ofsilence/for
the millions of dead/in Vietnam-a people, not a war/for those who know a thing or two/about the

scent of burning fuelltheir relatives‘ bones buried in it/their babies born of it/A year of
silence/for the dead in Cambodia and Laoslvictims of a secret war

9 /
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.......ssssshhhhh .._...
Say nothing ... we don't want them to learnlthat they are dead.

Two months of silence/for the decades of dead/in Colombia, whose namesllike the corpses
they once represented/have piled up and slipped off our tongueslflefore I begin this

poem/An hour of silence for Bl Salvadorlin afternoonof silencelfor Hicaraguaflwo days
of silencelfor the Guetmaltecosllione of whom ever knewla moment of peace/45 seconds of

K /r‘ silence/for the 45 dead/at Acteal, 0hiapasl25 years of silence/for the hundred million
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Africanslwho found their graves/far deeper in the oceanlthan any building couldlpoke
into the sky/There will be no DNA testing/or dental records/to identify their

remainslAnd for those who werelstrung and swunglfrom the heights of sycamore trees/in
the south, the northlthe east, and the west...

s 100 years of silence...
For the hundreds of millions of/indigenous peopleslfrom this half of right here/Whose
land and lives were stolenlln postcard-perfect plotsllike Pine Ridgelflounded KneelSand

Creek/‘Fallen Timbers/or the Trail of Tearslliames now reducedlto innocuous magnetic
poetry on the refrigeratorlof our consciousnws ...

So you want a moment of silence? S
And we are all left speechlesslOur tongues snatched from our mouths/Our eyes stapled

shut/A moment of silence/And the poets have all been laid to rest/The drums
disintegrating into dustlBefore I begin this poemllon want a moment of silence/You

mourn now as if the world will never be the samelind the rest of us hope to hell it won't
be/Not like it always has been/Because this is not a 9-1-1 poemlThis is a 9/10 poem/It is a 9/9
poem/A 9/8 poem/A 91'! poem/This is a 1492 poemlthis is a poem about!what causw poems like

this to be written...
And if this is a 9/11 poemlthen this is a September llth poem/for Chile, 1971/This is a
September 12th poem/for Steven Biko in South Africa, l9'77lThis is a September 13th

poem/for the brothers at Attica Prison New York, l9'!llThis is a September 14th poemlfor
Somalia, 1992/This is a poem for every date that falls to the ground in asheslihis is a poem
for the 110 stories/that were never told/The 110 stori that history/chose not to write in
tertbookslfrhe 110 stories that CNN, BBC, The New York Times and Newsweek ignoredlihis is a

poem for interrupting this program/Andstill you want a moment of silence for your
dead?lWe could give you lifetimes of empty/The unmarked graves/The lost languages/The

uprooted trees and histories/The dadstares on the faceslof nameless children...
Before I start this poem/We could be silent foreverlOr just long enough to hunger/For the

dust to bury us/and you would still ask usl1'or more of our silence?

If you want a moment of silence/Then stop the oil pumps/Turn off the engines and the
televisionslsink the cruise ships/Crash the stock marketslllnplug the marquee
lightslhelete the instant messages/Derail the trains, the light rail transit.

If you want a moment of silence/put a brick throughlthe window of Taco BelllAnd pay the
workers for wages lostliear down the liquor storeslihe townhouses, the White Houseslthe
jailhouses, the Penthouses and the Playboysllf you want a moment of silence, then take

it/On Super Bowl Sunday/The Fourthof Julylburing Dayton's 13 hour sale/Or the next time
your white guiltlfills the room where my beautifullpeople have gatheredlion want a

moment of silence/Then take it Now/Before this poem begins/Here, in the echo of my
voice/In the pause between goosesteps of the second handlln the space between bodia in

embrace,
Bereisymrfiame

J ..T*“°i*¢ ...Lat %tmm mmmw
ymrfleaee at bflfi crime  

Butwe-tonimmwewflllwzfimmmwigfovardmd
Written by Emmanuel Ortiz- a third generation Chicano/Puerto Rican/Irish-

American community organizer and sometimes spoken-word artist/activist. He does
a lot of work with The Resource Centre of the Americas, which informs, educates

and organizes to promote human rights, democratic participation, economic
justice and cross-cultural understanding in the context of globalisation in the

Americas. The non—profit Resource Centre of the Americas (of which
www.Americas.org is a program) is devoted to the notion that everyone, everywhere

is entitled to the same fundamental human rights. Their starting point for
promoting these rights is learning and teaching about the peoples and countries

of the Americas--their history, culture and politics. They focus especially on the
global economy, a system in which a minority flourishes while millions of people

 lack adequate food, shelter and employment.
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The whole @narcho-punk scene of the
80s undoubtedly empowered a

generation and its legacy can clearly be
seen in todayis protest movement, with
such groups as Reclaini the Streets and

Wombles, for exarnple. It is also
heartening that some of the orighal

bands have reforrned or have continued
their music]message. Do you have any

advice for any aspiring groups or
individuals, who are trying to make

music where the lyrical content is more
important than the music itself?

“More important? Whether we
attribute such empowerment to
anarcho-punk or the rave culture or the
legacy of free festivals or rap, the
connections are all initially made through t
the presence of music; there are thousands of unread bO0RS for
every memorised song lyric, because music makes ideas more

enjoyable and dynamic, as well as providing opportunities to exchange
reflections on those ideas, Le. social mtherings e.g. gi§. The music is
therefore ES vital 25 the memge, especially when lyrics are, by the
nature of their complexity, not easily adaptable as 's'inplong' choruses! You
can lose the entire meaning of a lyric with the loss of one word, but music can

bend around anything...advice'? Don't let anyone tell you you're not
good enough, and passion makes a mockery of
expectations. There's little advice to be had when
it comes to creating music, or lyrics, except
Enjoy Doing It!“

"Disobedience, in the eyes of anyone who
has read history, is man's original virtue.
It is through disobedience that progress has
been made, through disobedience a through

rebellion."  
l wear Wilde (1891)

“The 80's was twenty yearsago.
nothingchm?   

Maggle, Maggie, Magg1e, Maggie, out?‘ T 7
‘Yes, that’s right, puma is dead?‘  S

Crass never changed the world because
Crass hadn’t got much of an idea of

what 1t wanted to change ll; to.» at
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If we‘d known, we might have succeeded. We were never really able to see
beyond the wall of blue and khaki. We looked, but we couldn‘t see. The karate
€Xp€I‘t breaks bricks because he/she can see the space beyond the bricks. That is
the kind of force that is no force at all: it is unstoppable.

Crossing the road, I am unaware of the cars.
Blair, Blair, Blair, Blah, blah, blah.

The anarcho-punk scene was a continuation not a begrming. Before that there
w re the hippies, the beats, the bohemians, right back to the beginnings of

If 1. : 1- , 4. 1» _ 4»
e

_ human COIISCIOUSIIGSS ym yang Unless It adapts to the times,
;\\ e‘ dissent becomes as rigid as that which it pertains to oppose.

Taking a toke is token freedom, man. Reclaim the
I streets, but watch out for tomorrow’s bendy

bus.WhenBeckbamwearsaCrassTshn't, it’s
time to bring out the nntcha (and I don"t

A Q. mean the football variety).
The dialogue has become stale. We all know the

'1 \ system stinks. We all know we can stop it for a day,
or even two. we all know that McDonalds is crap.

4/‘ We all know that wars kill. we all know that one
¢/i day we are happy the next day we migit be sad.

 - We all tell lies which we hope are truths. We
all tell truths which we know are lies. So

what? what we don't seem to know is how to chm all that. I‘ve
often seen Americans and Brits in France
attempting to be understood by raising their
voices, as if someone who can't speak English will
better understand “can you tell me where the
nearest toilet is?“ if it‘s shouted rather than
spoken. I guess that‘s what I think about any kind
of ‘punk revival‘; we told it as it was, when it
was. Those who understood, understood, those
who didn’t, didn‘t. We should have moved on since
then. There‘s very little point in shouting it all
over agin. Even less point in shouting it louder.
We need to find new methods of
communicating, new visions of chw, new SUGGESTED USE OF

8.I'0Und, We D6611 t0 KDOW What We are

talking about before we open owr mouths. HOMELAND  
‘ ‘Hello, is there anybody there?‘ p SECURH-Y

vleel-WY sroe we ii
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We discovered an awful lot twenty years ago, we broke new gound, but
what I really learnt from it all was that oppositional politics merely
strengthens the opposition. To argue with the opposition is to

collude with it. The ‘enemy within’ is
an essential element of the oppressive

 State, it gives licence to erode what little
civil liberties mi@t exist: bad is the new
good, how else will ID cards find their

PO |a<>x 5;-3 way into our wallets?
|,,'|='=D$', , Anarcho-punk demonstrated that there

‘"5" ' "“| are ways of circumnavigating the status
PP°°f@T1$e“P*"e*- quo, but as it seems increasingly obvious

M",1."/’"l=i"‘1‘lW- 1* l1l1=11l1=1*I'~‘ that the status quo inhabits a differentl\N1ll\llll0'l‘IlNl{ mu'1rmmm:mus:- _ _ _
‘re in-1::-s. VI mu... ens. ziwnss Planet, It 15 PeI'h3P5 #11116 that We 100Ked

mm n11nu§:...... for ways of irrevocably dislocating
<.-

 l ourselves from it. It is, I believe,
possible to create a new set of definitions so based upon irrefutable
truths that all else will fade into the iD5igIlifiGIl06 that it deserves.
Half-truths create half realities. If we are to escape from the
‘insanity of Alice"s Wonderland, we‘ve got to learn to say what we
mean, and mean what we say.
‘Maggie, Maggie, Maggie, Maggie, out?‘ Why shout in the ears of corpses?"

"A lie can get half way round the world before the truth has
e. chance to get its mew on" George Orwell (1903/1950)

“To get into people's hearts and
minds and move their ass you have
to make the best art you can; that
means making the best music you
can as well as the lyrical content.
I think W3 W€T€ in ‘l'»h€

eighties and musicality went out
the window in the name of politics. In the name
of quality control I think we have to demand
both or be forever marginalised.
Ithink that Reclaim The Streets was one of the As A T !
most important and vibrant movements to ""!"'"-°""'"-°"9-""
happen in Britain over the last two decades. The idea of reclaiming space to
party in instead of just fi@ting joyless battles was ‘inspired! when
Reclaim the Streets teamed up with the striking Liverpool Dockers it showed
the depth of the politics."



W  

"Few thiw are more destructive than empires pursuing their
own interw in the belief they are doing humanity a favour.”

Eric Hobsbawn.

|F THE WORLD WAS A VILLAGE IIIFACINE

HUNDRED PEDPLE-u

ln ihe world ioday, G billion 355 million people live.
ll‘ this world were shrunk 'l'o ihe size of a village, what would ii look like‘!
lf lfill people lived in ihis village. 52 would he women, ‘+3 would he men

30 would be children, 70 would be adulis. 7 would be aged
‘I0 would be heierosexual, 10 would be homosexual

70 would he non-'whi'l'e, 30 would be whiie
Gl would be Asian, l3 African, l3 from Norl-h and Sou-lh America, l2 Europeans, and the

remaining one from ihe $ou'l'h Pacific.
33 would Le Chrisiians. 1‘) believers in lslam, I3 would be Hindus, and G‘ would follow

Buddhisi ieachings, S would believe ihai ihere are spiriis in ihe trees and rocks and in all
of naiure. 2% would Believe in oiher religions, or would believe in no religion,

l7 would speak Chinese, ‘l English, 8 Hindi and Urdu, G Spanish, G Russian, and ‘l would
speak Arabic. Thai would accoun-I for half -the village. The oiher half‘ would speak Bengal,

Poriuguese, lndonesian, Japanese, German, French, or some oiher language.
ln such a village wi'l'h so many soris of ‘Folks, i'l' would he very imporlani ‘lo learn '1'o

undersiand people different from yourself and l'o accepi oihers as ihey are.
Bui consider ihis "' QT ihe lQQ people in ihis village.

29 are undernourished, l E dying of siarvaiion, while l5 are overweighi.
Of i-he wealih in ihis village, G people own 59% Call of ihem from ihe Uniied Shoes),

‘H people own STA, and 20 people share ihe remaining 27-, of ihe energy of ihis vmage,
20 people consume 80%. and 80 people share -lhe remaining 20%.

75 people have some supply of food and a place ‘lo shelier ihem from ihe wind and 1-he
rain, but ‘Z5 do no'l'. l7 have no clean, safe wai-er ‘lo drink.

ll you have money in ihe hank, money in your wallei and spare around ihe house,
i-hen you are among ihe richesi 8.

lf you have a car, you are among i-he richesi 7. Among i-he village. l has a college educaiion.
2 have compuiers. H cannoi read. ll‘ you can speak and aci according ‘lo your faiih and
your conscience wiihoui harassment. imprisonmeni‘, iorlure or deaih, ihen you are more
foriunaie -‘rhan ‘+8, who canno-L lf you do no'l' live in fear of death by lnnnbardmeni, armed
arlack, landmines, or of rape or kidnapping by armed groups, lhen you are more foriunaie

-ihan 20, who do ln one year, l person in ihe village will die,.l=u~1~ in ihe same year, 2 Babies
will be born, so ihai ai ihe year's end ihe number of villagers will be I01.

A Sowebaveawaytogoyet,

wiwi-I 4-
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WHAT, he YOUR vie;W, can ms AS ensues can
mnwmunas, -2.1:: MAKE; a-1-us wanna A Barren

PLACE TO as?
“Try to avoid being accessory to the corporate crimes going on
around us, as much as being surrounded by them allows; choose
where your money goes to, and its possible to avoid
unknowingly financing animal experimentation/the arms
trade/bad working conditions and so on. Get a copy of The Good
Shopping Guide [its a book-12quid], and all is revealed!

’  I suppose smiling at everyone should work, but it doesn't;
however try to avoid the opposite, nowt more depressing than unremitting
disdain for the world, especially that which hides in unspoken scowls, which
leads to- express yourself! as much as you like, generate to
interrupt the silence that would give presumption the ring of truth.
And don't presume any hierarchies exist
outside of the state's strategic social
planning, there is no social divide
that hasn't been invented to keep
us all fighting amongst ourselves;
we are all united in our
wariness of strangers until we
are welcomed as strangers
outside our usual environment-
at which point everything
changes: and the way
everything can shift from bad
to better is more than a balance
for the knowing that a lot of
things go from bad to worse, and is
a basis for not giving up."

3%
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"A stand can be made ginst invasion by an army; no stand
can be made against invasion by an idea." Victor Hugo.

‘Tifif/$"I»flI.‘@§" f§€H@J"fi§§¢§.fl fi' §¢§%Ffli1%"fl".fifl/Edi/£*§’.fl!§@-"'£'l'fi’Z'fi§§fl§"l%" .$'$Z/§'Z" .=fl/  i

“I don't know. I am scared of that language because it
makes us sound like Christians doing other people a
favour by sharing our ligit. Life is a struggle and the
best we can do sometimes is at least attempt to

Mung; understand what is going on around us."

"If we don‘t succeed, we run the risk of failure."
George W. Bush.

“Make ourselves
better people to live  

0 With.“

Elf!/1/1/I/IQ-{Z/I/£F’.Z'£d£"/.I?"..fl’.J/I/I/I/Zf.J%.iI7".I'/J|I7".|I?E%'.I!’=§'JI'/".I'4iI3".|I".-SIF:'Hi".fl'—£Il'*.lfl"4I'.%§*'..IF".|I!'/'.I'A'U-'¢E‘§".§§!f.I»"'.Z/.I'rfiJl'r§'#Z'/.fi".§'.-§.I'&".I5"’.§!*Zfi

“Try and live our lives as honestly to
ourselves as we can now. Check constantly

that we’re not being fooled, and that's not only with the
  obvious glitzy bombardment from the corporate mega-giants,

but more subtly, within those areas we feel safe. Chanting
slogans from habit. Being angry at an abstract concept, when

S really it’s our own inadequacy, sadness and loneliness we‘re
angry about.
Keep an open mind. Don‘t prejudge people who seem

  unlike us. Remember that we're all part of humanity.
This doesn‘t mean we can"t object in whatever way we feel is relevant to
injustice, hypocrisy, and brutality.

But I believe that if the movement we HERB or the stand we take
comes from a place of understanding and strength then it will itself

be stronger and therefore more effective.“

gq} (HA1-FNAY THERE 1)  



Finally, vvould you like to
mention any

recentIcurrent]forthcoming
projects]gigsIreleases etc.

you are undertaking or
have planned for the rest

of the year?
“Things have slowed a bit, as

members of the band now live
in Spain and Germany, which
cuts down the amount of
creativity together as well as
one-off ,but we hope to be
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ll Pathfield Close,
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Barnstaple,
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and a whole lot
bluurg@onetel.com

web- www.citizenfish.com
Also well worth a look is

umnv.pa'intimpressions.com/dicklucas
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“Remember the rules so you know how to brmk them properly.”
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“Three years ago, working alongside Eve Libertine and Gee
Vaucher, we formed The Crass Agenda whose main aim is to
broaden the radical creative approach for which Crass was
renowned. The Agenda is a loose network of writers, musicians,

THESE COLOURS NOT--§,;,__‘

DOMow"ADO‘u.sTY-eve.551‘—-BUYAcououa(_oP)/./

later this year.“

NUTTER

“I am trying to write drama at the moment. I have just finished
a radio play about call centre workers in Bury and Bangalore
and the human implications of globalisation. Acoustic
Chumhawamba are working on an album, which will be out

Contact Alice/Chumbawamba
P0 Box "mess, Armley, Leeds, LS12 sxa.

E-mail- chumba@1chumba.com
wwwshuwcom

“We are a music combo- we don't do weddings and barmitvahs but we would
dance at several people's funerals.“

See also- www.chumhawamba.tv for loads of free music downloads,
streaming vids etc.

E“VEIl‘YTI~III\TC'r YOU IS VV

"Who wants a world in which the fianrtee that we shall not
die of starvation entails the risk of dying of boredom?”

Raoul Vaneigem.

ZZ

...UT TH FLO FAR
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artists, poets, dancers
and film-makers
working together to  
push the limits. We seek to decry
rampant commercialism, the cynical
post-modernism of Saatchi and his
like, and the drab retrospection of
what was once a vital and inspiring
movement: punk.
Twenty-five years ago, Crass
challenged musical, political and
philOS0ph'i(B.1 boundaries, always
ready to turn corners, to put aside
commercial considerations and to
reject self-parody. The current
renewed interest in what was once
punk music and fashion seems to be a
sad regression; surely things
should have moved on?



The Pistols‘ pathetic Crystal Palace gig of
9 2002 ably demonstrated an endemic

paucity of creative spirit, a paucity
further displayed in the scramble to
reform by bands who had little to say
twenty-five years ago, and have even
less to say today. Anarchy in LA? I
think not, Johnny.
Life is for the learning: a process of

growth into self-dependence. The wail
of John Co1trane‘s saxophone still speaks

today with a greater authenticity than
many punks could ever even have dreamt of -

he not only talked freedom, he played it. Check out ‘A Love Supreme’. We‘ve
all got something to learn from that.

imitatIf the spirit of punk lives on, it does not do so in parody, ion and
backwards-looking nostalgia. The Agenda have recorded two CD5
on the EXitstencil/Babel label, with key players from the
London jazz scene:

‘Savage Utopia‘, featuring Eve Libertine/vocals and Matt
Black/beats and noise. EXIT2-04.

‘How?’ featuring myself/voice. BDV2451.  
For details of gigs, exhibitions and future releases, check out

Crass Agenda on www.southern.com "
Southern Studios - P0 Box 59, London, N22 4NS..

, g E- '11-' @)SGl hl0\:*c: songs ma mm t emmm
Love Songs, published
in March 2004, is the
definitive and official
anthology of Crass,
collecting the lyrics of
every song they ever
wrote (all 82), plus
further shock slogans
and mindless token
tantrums of the
CO11€Ctl\/8.

Check out ,, y _. s, ,, _. , . y h h ,
-1 n . 1-- "‘ . 1 ' -. at 1. __ _ "

www.pomonauk.com/books/crass ' ‘ ‘ _ A
for more details. 9M7 flu 5%
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\ And finally, perhaps Dick sums it all up with one simple line... .
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(That's up to you!)
Extro:-
So there you have it...I hope you've learnt something from reading all this- I
definitely did making it. If the words within have inspired in any way, I'll feel I've
succeeded. There is obviously the great danger of preaching to the converted so if
you've ‘heard it all before'- please pass this onto someone who hasn't! (in fact, why
not pass it on anyway, once you've read it...spread ‘the word'l) Hopefully the diversity
of ideas and views contained within reflects our strength ('?) You've certainly helped a
most worthy cause as all proceeds are going to directly fund the nailing shut of the
hideous, savage and grotesque coffin that is (still) ‘hunting’. Thankyon.

A few hours after having written the intro to this zine, I read an article in
Corporate Watch newspaper...I couldn't think of any better way to sum up the primary
objective of this zine [to show that WE Q1511 CHANGE THE WORLD!) but to quote a few
paragraphs... g

“When faced with world problems- like hunger, overpopulation, nuclear weapons, the
arms trade- you may be among those who are overwhelmed by a feeling of "Help! What on
earth can I, just one person, do about this?" Take heart. That's a sane response. It's the
basis for a whole new attitude to world problems. Because change at the level of the
individual is more and more being recognized as essential to change in huge world
systems. Here are the observations of two people who have thought hard about change
from their particular perspective one is a biologist, and one is a Buddhist:

‘To the extent that our future survival is due to our own behaviour- our own
adaptiveness-. . .we have the option to rethinkour ideas about what kinds of human

behaviour and human cultural institutions are adaptive.’
Mary Clarke.

‘Although attempting to bring about world peace through the internal
transformation of individuals is difficult, it is the only way. Peace must first be

developed within an individual. And I believe that love, compassion, and altruism are
the fundamental basis for peace. Once these qualities are developed within an

individual, he or she is then able to create an atmosphere of peace and harmony. This
atmosphere can be expanded and extended from the individual to his family, from the

family to the community and eventually to the whole world’
The Dalai Lama. "

We'll never change the outside wo ld un '1 we change ourselves inside."
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RESOURCES/GET INVOLVED. . .
Being born humans to this earth is a very sacred trust.

We have a sacred responsibility because of the special gift
we have, which is beyond the fine gifts of the plant life,

the fish, the woodlands, the birds, and all the other living
things on earth. We are able to take care of them.”

Audrey Shenandoah, Onondaga.
‘A1 ‘ 1'-'_- II}?-\..'_'|'-'|'fi_'-" .'-"\'.I"l:\'{-\JI_I'.-7-'1J\-"Tl-:7I¥n':_' L_."."""1'--- _- -1- 17' .-|l- '_v'|".-‘I |.;- - _ __ ’ _ _ l
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I’n1 not sure how far and wide this zine is going to travel so I've included local,
national and international contacts in the following pages. There are no doubt

gaping holes in these listings and although I've attempted to check all addresses
etc.- it’s possible that one or two may be out date. I’ve had to cut 80% of the contacts
I collected so feel free to contact me and I'd be happy to e-mail or post to you the
complete list (around 45 pages.) Much better still...for a far more comprehensive

list check out Schnews’ ‘Yellow Pages’-
http://www.schnews.org.uk/links/index.htm

Or Veggies directory- www.veggies.org.uk/acd/index.htm
The essential guide to thousands of animal welfare rights campaigns across the

world, as well as regularly up-dated events listings,
available online or as a. book from-

Veggies, Sumac Centre, 245 Gladstone Street, Nottingham, NG7 GHX.
Tel: 0845 458 9595. E-mail- info@veggies.org.uk

Or Anarchist Yellow Pages- A directory of anarchist groups worldwide-
http://ayp.subvert.info

_.. Z. .._ _.. Z.
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The only way to prevent a foxhunt killing foxes is to sabotage it! The best campaigiing in
the world means nothing to the thousands of foxes and other animals that will be chased

towards a violent and bloody end in the meantime. After forty years of practice, hunt
saboteurs have become skilled in the art of saving lives through sabotage. The tactics can
be basic, and learned after a. morning’s explanation, or more complicated, but all can be

mastered in a season or two.
The tactics themselves range from spraying scent maskers to disguise the scent line of

the hmited fox; to imitating the h1mtsman's voice and horn calls to get control of the
l'l011lldS; to sitting on a fox earth to prevent a dig-out. A personal stereo linked to a small

amplifier and loud hailer (nicknamed a 'glzmo') can be used to play tape recordings of the
h01lll(lS in cry to encourage them away from foxes and towards sabs.

You don't have to be super fit, or know every tactic inside out to come sabbing and save
lives. All any hunt sahoteur needs to do is recognise that hunts are killing wildlife now

(even though the ban has now come into force)
and want to do everything they can to stop them.

 The HSA's spokesperson Nathan Brown said,
"We have to ask who runs this country - the government or the Countryside Alliance?

The government needs to show the same resolve our members show in the face of
bullying behavior and not give into it.”

Whether hlmting is legal or illegal Htmt-Sabs are still active in the fields stopping wild
animals from being ripped apart. Violence against anti-htmt activists has escalated in

recent months.
It must not he forgotten that 2 hunt saboteurs were killed whilst protesting against
hunting. Responsibility for any injuries sustained will lie with those who do not enforce

the ban”.

For more info, or to find your local
Sabs group contact-

The Hunt Saboteurs
Association,
BM HSA,
London,

W(?1N 3XX.
Telephone-

(+4-l)08-15 4500727. is."'*
Web-- www.huntsabs.0rg.uk

E-mail- info@huntsa.bs.org.uk
Press Officer: Nathan Brown-

()7815 313181 L

. $5
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SABS is an organisation committed to

S.W.A.T.
(Stop Wickham Animal Testing)
clo PO Box 5668, Poole, Dorset,

BH15 32R.
' Tel: 0845 458 4673.

E-Mail:
stopwickhamanimaltesting@resist.cathe end of bloodsports in this www_swaton|ine co uk

country. They operate in Hampshire, mm,
' e’ ts e’ Su ey Save The Newchurch Gumea Pugsand Sussex.

Box SABS, 243 Portswood Road,
Southampton, SO17 ZNG.

E-mail- sabs@tinyworId.co.uk
www.sabs.org.uk

(SNGP)
PO Box 74
Evesham

Worcestershire
WR11 3WF

NATIONAL A"TI""'UNT cAMPA1GN- Email: info@liberation-now.orgPO Box 66, Stevenage, Herts,
SG1 2TR. Tel 01442 240246.

i Anti-hunt news & actions.
H"'.|fli:'¢l".l@!'»fl".livD'.¢*I.-fl'»'fl'l".|'*§"I/if-E’-I?-fifl'XI1§§'.£'f.fi-§fifH’.fi§I§H'a§§".fiZ/¢fi".fllU!?¢fl*'.M/.II/§F".I'zHl/ll’-‘fill
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The Southern Animal Rights Coalition is an
organisation created to network between the
thriving animal rights groups that already
exist in the south. Our aim is to help support
the work of individual animal rights groups,
and to strengthen communication between
them. By doing this we can highlight specific
issues and campaigns to a far wider audience.
It will also mean that people new to animal
rights will have a central contact, who will be
able to point them in the right direction,
whatever issue they are interested in, and
however they wish to fight it, be it letter
writing, fundralsing or direct action. If you are
an individual or group who needs support, be
it financial, physical, resources or advice,
please don't hesitate to contact us, we will be
more than willing to help! We also aim to
support people who wish to form new animal
rights groups, or campaigns. If you would like
any help or information, please let us know,
and we can send you our free guide to
starting a campaign or addresses of many
local groups helping to save lives in the
south.
If you have any skills that you feel could be
useful to any animal rights group, or to SARC,
then we would be delighted to hear from you.
However trivial you feel the skill might be, it
may be just what someone is looking for!

S.A.R.C,
PO BOX 5668, POOLE, DORSET,

BH15 31R Established in 1924, the League campaigns to
Te" 0345 458 4573 end all animal suffering in the name of ‘sport~ E—mail- info@sarconline.co.ukWWW sarconline co uk In particular, we campaign against barbaric

' or ' " bloodsports such as huntlng and courslng and
www.SarcActionSquad.co.uk.

www.liberation-now.org

www.animalliberationfront.com
The Animal Liberation Front
(ALF) carries out direct
action against animal abuse
in the form of rescuing
animals and causing
financial loss to animal
exploiters, usually through
the damage and destruction
of property. The ALF's
short-term aim is to save as
many animals as possible
and directly disrupt the
practice of animal abuse.
Their long-term aim is to end all animal suffering
by forcing animal abuse companies out of business
It is a non-violent campaign, activists taking all
precautions not to harm any animal (human or
otherwise).

League Against Cruel Sports,
Sparling House,

83-87 Union Street,
London,

SE1 1SG.
Tel— 020 7403 6155 Fax- 020 7403 4532

Email- info@league.uk.com
ww‘w..league.uk.com

for regulation of greyhound racing.
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Vivisection Information Network (VIN)
VIN, P O Box 223, Camberley,

Surrey, GU16 5ZU
Email: vivisectionkills@hotmail.com

Coalition of Badger Action Groups (CBAG)
PO Box 129, PLYMOUTH, Devon PL1 1RY.

BADGER HOTLINE: 07817 858166
E-mail: cbag@webtribe.net

We take non violent direct action against DEFRA's
(formerly MAFF's) unscientific and cruel badger
slaughtering program. We 'monitor' the killing

areas and individuals take action to save badgers‘
(and other animals) lives.

SOUTH DEVON ANIMAL RIGHTS
PO Box 76, Torquay, Devon.

Tel: 07760284599.
E-mail: bigtrouble@eurobell.co.uk

S.D.A.R. organise demonstrations as well as using
non-violent direct action to sabotage hunts.

§'@"'.fi‘fl’J-%%’-|§§3'£fifl"'4fiWA'§‘fl’§&§.'/I@P".£iH!r‘ I’ i

DORSET ANIMAL ACTION
PO Box 5668, Poole, Dorset, BH 15 3ZR.

Phone: 0845 458 4673.
E-Mail: info@dorsetanimalaction.org.uk
Web: www.dorsetanimalaction.org.uk

DAA take peaceful direct action against animal
abuse as well as holding information stalls.

-I}':'.I!’.-1'1"!’/4‘|'I'%{I5flF’.-ll-".§)H3'/.J'rZF'I)Z*'mfi'£f£’£/§’fi§'Z/J’J.»fl'r"' fiZ’.fifl'¢?'.-E’/Z" .l<%'§T,m

PORTON ANIMAL FRIENDS
Richard Harvey, 6 Folkestone Road, Salsibury,

Wiltshire, SP2 8JP.
Tel: 01722 327146.

E-mail: tarquinsix@yahoo.com
PAF campaign against the military owned
vivisection establishment Porton Down.

SWINDON ANIMAL CONCERN
Marilyn Harrison, 90 Beaulieu Close, Toothill,

Swindon, Wiltshire, SN5 8AJ.
Phone: 01793 644796.

SAC organise demonstrations in and around
Swindon.

The Vegan Society remains as determined as ever
to promote vegan lifestyles - that is, ways of living
that seek to exclude, as far as is possible and
practical, all forms of exploitation of animals for
food, clothing or any other purpose. with your
help, veganism will soon be accepted and W557 5115553" 53'3" 97941953 117
understood across the globe. Ultimately, the use of VWVW-$|1a¢BmeI'l¢a-sfleli
Hnimal products (Such a 5 meat. da ion eggs. rr"~""W"mmsW::m:"'"~':*~'sM'rss~*W~r'Wr*
leather and wool) will be viewed as an inhumane “ . .
and unsustainable practice from a much less In a Just World; if a
enlightened age.

The Vegan Society,
Donald Watson House, 7 Battle Road,

St Leonards-on-Sea,
East Sussex.
TN37 7AA.

' www.vegansociety.com
E-mail- info@vegansociety.com

UK Tel: 01424 427393
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SHAC
Stop Huntingdon Animal Cruelty.

6 Boat Lane, Evesham, Worcs, WR11 4BP.
Tel- 0845 458 0630

E-maiI- info@shac.net
www.shac.net

Huntingdon Life Sciences (HLS) are the largest
contract-testing lab in Europe. They kill 500
animals every day in tests for products such as
weed killers, food colourings and drugs. Several
undercover investigations have revealed terrible
animal cruelty behind the closed doors of the
labs. Workers at HLS have even been filmed
punching and beating four-month old puppies,
seemingly for entertainment. Workers at HLS
have also been caught on film falsifying the
results of experiments. Many of HLS's customers
have produced drugs that were deemed safe as
the result of these animal experiments and then
went on to kill people.

In late 1999 a campaign group was set up with
the sole aim of closing HLS down. Stop
Huntingdon Animal Cruelty (SHAC) campaigns for
the closure of HLS due to the fact that they
abuse animals as well as harming humans with
their unsafe practices. Since the start of this
campaign HLS has been driven to the verge of
bankruptcy and they have been publicly
abandoned by both financial institutions and
customers alike. The SHAC campaign has grown
rapidly into an international campaign with an
especially large presence in the USA and
Gennany.

In November 2001 the huntingdonsucks.com site
was set up by a group of cyber activists to
promote the creative use of technology by
campaigners. A variety of electronic tools have
since been developed to allow activists to put
pressure on HLS and their allies using the
Internet. We maintain links with several other
hacktivist groups and ensure that the latest
technology is available to SHAC campaigners. To
date, four successful acts of Electronic Civil
Disobedience have been carried out against HLS
and related companies. We also provide advice
and tools to other campaign groups wishing to
engage in online activism.

See aIso- Brighton SHAC- Sue 07974 201
999

chicken died after catching
a virus from a human- a
million people would be
stuffed into plastic sacks

and left to suffocate” Anon.
UK Fax: 01424 717064
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The Anarchist Black Cross (ABC) Network
The international site, for a list of all ABC groups-

www.anarchistblackcross.org
The ABC website says that the Anarchist Red Cross was formed in Tsarist Russia to  
organize support for political prisoners of the Cossack Army. Then during the Russian
civil war, they changed their name to the Black Cross to avoid being confused with what
is now known as the Red Cross. The Black Cross has died down and resurfaced several times.
The ABC focuses primarily on anarchist and class war prisoners. Their website provides
an extensive list of anti-prison support resources. ABC organizations exist all over the
world. Some of the countries with organizations listed on the central ABC site are:
Australia, Mexico, Canada. Denmark, Germany, the UK, Greece, South Africa. Sweden, France,
Poland, Spain, the Czech Republic, Argentina, Brazil, and the U.S. 6  -

Established in 1996. the
distribution has been supplying
free educational literature to
various prisoners in the UK-

Our catalogue includes both
* nonfiction and fiction. From

history & politics to black issues
8. social sciences. Material also
written by or about prisonlers
plus comics and poetry.

We are keen to help prisoners
currently attending educational

Q courses, by purchasing relevant
books in their chosen study.

If you are in prison and would
like a copy of our catalogue or
help purchasing educational
books, please send a 2nd class
stamp to the address below.

‘The distribution exists on a
shoestring budget and is run
voluntary. It is an essential
service for prisoners. If you can
afford a donation or a monthly
standing order, it would
be appreciated. Please make
chequeslpostal orders payable
to: -

HAVEN DISTRIBUTION
27 OLD GLOUCESTER STREET

 LONDON WC1N 3XX
| 

The ABCsays its goals are “struggling to expose injustice,
corruption and oppression; supporting prisoners who

(consciously or unconsciously) are combatants against the
state: providing advice and support to activists who put

their bodies on the line in defence of freedom and
revolution; and seeing our continued activism, campaigns,

etc. in the larger picture ofprison abolition and
revolutionary change- as well as our own experiences in

A creating conditions for change.”

To sign up to regular news visit this page-
http://lists.mutua1a:id.org/mailmanllistinfo/ab

c-friends
Or e-mail- abc-friends@lists.mutualaid.org

...The purpose of the abc-friends list is to serve as a place
where those supportive of, or involved in criminal justice

and anti-prison movements and struggles can discuss ways to
expand and build on our movements in a radical, anti-

authoritarian fashion.

Brighton Anarchist Black Cross
Brighton Anarchist Black Cross is part of an international

network of ABC groups. Our immediate aim is to support
anarchist and other class struggle prisoners, whether in

the UK or elsewhere (as well as lots of other naughty things,
including being the European contact for Jeff ‘Free’ Luers).

Email- mai1@'brightonabc.org.uk
Web- wxnr.brightonabc.org.uk

Brighton ABC, P.0. Box 74, Brighton, BN1 4ZQ. U.K.

Bristol Prisoner Support 0rouplABC
c/o Kebele, 14 Robertson Road, Baston, Bristol, BS5 BJY,

p England.
E-ma.il- hristo1__abc@yahoo.co.uk

web- wwv.geocities.comlbristol__abc
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l  EARTH LIBERATION PFZISONERS
SUPPOi?T?9.lG NOT COMPROMISE lei OF

www.spiritoffreedom.org.uk
P 1 Earth Liberation Prisoners exists to provide information on people imprisoned for

actions in defence of the earth and its inhabitants. We include people, animal and
 I earth liberationists, those fighting on anti-nuclear and peace issues, indigenous

V struggles, anti-fascists, MOVE prisoners and more. ..an eco—prisoner support network
  R  founded, in Britain, in 1993 to support jailed eco-activists. We support the prisoners

  N’  P by producing various regular prisoner lists. Spirit of Freedom is ELP"s international
 A 8 "1 bimonthly publication (available via e-mail or in a paper version). If you would like

  to receive a copy contact Spirit of Freedom, BM Box 2407, London, UCIN 311, England.
kg!‘ or y E-mail ELP4521@hotmail.com

%“-fiwWTJ\v%'WW%F A/

 ‘C A A VPSG assists vegan animal r5-Bhts Prisoners either held in Pfllice custody or within the
\ prison system. VPSG was established in 1994 to highlight problems and campaign for

the better care of vegans detained in police custody or within the prison system. It
 offers information on any aspect of veganism, conducts research on any product, and

’P6\"_v’£.I.i

has a free helpline available seven days a week for the use of police stations, prisons
or any vegan prisoner who requires information or seeks our help.

www.vpsg.org
(VPSG) PO Box 194, Enfield, Middlesex, EN1 4YL. UK.

Te1- +44 (0)20 8363 5729
E-mail- i.ufo@vpsg.org

VPSG Emergency Arrest Line: 020 8292 8325
‘-/”‘ "‘--.-"“ "X/“-./""\/‘*-./""~ ""'-..-""'-./'“'-./' /'“'~.»""~/"\/'\.-’"‘~.-""\-./‘-.-""\/‘\/“~. "-./"'~.../"v"

Miscarriages of Justice UK (MOJUK)
Assisting prisoners and keeping the out-side world informed of what's happening

 A inside. Check website for details of how to sign up to regular prisoner news e—ma.ils-
www.mo;luk.org.uk

E-mail- moJuk@mo;juk.org.uk

“Prison is designed to break ones spirit and destroy ones resolve. To do this the
 authorities attempt to exploit every weakness, demolish every initiative,

negate all signs of individuality — all with the idea of stamping out that
spark that makes each of us human and eachof us who we are.”

Nelson Mandela
“-./\/\.-' .r"‘-.- '-.~"‘-.-"' .-"'\-.-"“~.-""-..-""-»./''--1"‘-.-"'"-.-"'“--""-./'"~.-"'\»"'“-.-"'“-.--'"‘-.-""--.»"'~.-r"“-.-"'-.-"'‘~¢”*o’\¢'\v’\-’“v"‘~c='\/""¢“\o'“\-"‘\f'~f‘~-."\r’\o”

CAMPAIGN AGAINST PRISON SLAVERY
The Campaign Against Prison Slavery exists to :1 A I 1 A

challenge and bring about an end to forced prison '

\it

f'7%"3:i_"'.1‘;F'11'.-5"’"'\‘1.-/\‘e-re’

labour, and to expose the companies that exploit 9
it. In the 21st Century it is high time that ’

slavery in all its forms was ended for good. To
highlight the growing exploitation of the slave

labour of prisoners throughout the world, the UK~.l Campaign Against Prison Slavery are calling for
Q   an international day of action against prison

R slavery on May 7th.
A  P0 Box 74, Brighton, East Sussex, BN1 420.

againstprisonslavery@mail.com
www.againstprisonslavery.org I

_t-



4 www.a.lfag.org.uk
The Animal Liberation Front Supporters Group (ALF SG)
is a legal, above mound orgnization that exists to support
those who have broken the law in the fight against animal
abuse and end up in prison or the courts as a result. It also
exists to promote understanding of the masons why decent,
caring people feel forced to break the law. The law fails to
protect our fellow animals from exploitation and death
therefore many campalglers refuse to acknowledge its
existence when campaigning for animal liberation The ALF
SG is separate from the ALF and ALF SG members pay £2 a

month, usually by standing order, or £2-l a year, which is then used to provide financial support for the
prisoners. If you wish to join the ALF SG write to ALF SG, BM 1160, London, WCIN SXK. E-mail-
info@alfsg.co.uk
Members receive approx. four newsletters a year giving updates on ALF actions, animal rights prisoners
and a global diary of ALF actions. One day people won't have to rescue animals from prison only to end up
there themselves but until that day the ALFSG is here to support anybody arrested or imprisoned in the
war on animal exploitation

f\1'\o'\/R/\f\/\x\/\/\f\f~¢'\#'“~fv*~z“v*~.¢*~¥‘~Cv*~f"c-’"-.»"'-/“‘-.#"‘~.-’\.*"w’“~./"w’“~.-"“~.*""~/‘-/“ .-""-.-'“"-.-""--/'\..-’“‘~o"\.»"‘-.r"'“

British Animal Rights activist, Sarah Gisborne, was John Bowden is 310 . . . .._ ng-time pnson resistor with asentenced to six and a halfyears last I ebruary for . ml CV that . hid I kd . tr I d
"conspiracy to cause criminal damage" in connection J3“ ouse .' . ma 3? .00 own m con 0 milHA( UK . sh I an lette segremtion units, orpmsmg protests and work
to the S L campalgn e we comes rs strikes, taking the governor ofParkhurst prison

S£_f3:‘g?:$;'l‘;‘e hostage, and a bold and brilliant escape. Recaptured
» LT5393 after 2 years ‘on the run’, John spent more time in
HMI, Cwkmm wood England's maximum-security ‘dispersal’ jails, before

Rochester being moved to Scotland John continues to write
Kent eloquently about the prison struggle.

John BowdenMEI 3LU 6729
Engmd Imr Glenochil

.., _.........,......,...,.., King 0’ Muir Road
Serving 2 and a half years in relation to making . I 1'1"‘“i"°“Y hit

phone calls to Covance staff, also for calls to HLS IKE 3AD a
share holders, lumt masters in the North York's area,

farmers, agricultural suppliers, shooters etc. "W """"’"'“"”'i*""i"""‘““"i*’“""“"'i""‘""""""'"""“"’“""‘“”“’"‘”"’i“"““”“"""’i”"“"“’i"
Paul Le Boutillier Keith has been inside for 11 years and continually

KA9326 harassed for standing up for himself and other
H3111’ wgglgflm prisoners, rioting, dirty protests, and general

Walton Road disobedience. Recently fitted up for threatening to
Tharp Amp kill a screw landing him with another 3 years just
Wgthgrby when he W2-LS (1116 f0!‘ P616996.
L323 7AZ Keith Pringle

./~./~..= ox/\/~./~..o..*~../~./*~./~./'~.r-.*~./~..

Serving 10 years: 3 years for GBH (on Brian Cass, Hlmlgrgrmtzmow
MD of HLS), 18 months for burglary in connection C is
with ‘theft’ of 600 guinea pigs from Newchurch Pggnopn
Farm and 5 and a half years for possession of

incendiary devices.
Dave Blenkinsop

mgalrsaanm Ttllilli ARE N0 BQRS
0.3%; rt, Snort tlltuty.ll..v...5r,...,

Sentenced in Jam 2004 to four and a. half years T01313'
for injuring a cop during the J11113 18th 1999

"Carnival against Capital" riot in London’s financial we

.l...E.‘f.§’."§‘i.‘;-..., Cttty In Our:
LL6803

HMI’ Blundeston ,
Loweatofl:

Suffolk it M  
NR32 5BG

“I sit



where dissent is a crime,
democracy is cicaci C

F: RE.Ii 1""

,@\ rrr€c> vv
Tre Arrow is a person who has dedicated cotmtless
amounts of time and energy to protecting the
forests of the Pacific Northwest and spreading
awareness of a life outside the system, outside of
destruction and capitalist greed.
Tre respectfully asks that you use scrap, post-
consumer, or tree-free paper and envelopes when
writing to him.

Tre Arrow
(Michael Scarpitti)

CS# 05850722
North Fraser Pretrial Centre

1451 Kingsway Ave
Port Coquitlam

BC V30 182,
Canada

(Mail will not be given to Tre if there is no return
address on the envelope.)

The Tre Arrow Defense Committee-
www.trearrow.org

E-ma1l- tre@riseup.net
--"\./'\/‘\/“\x”‘v“‘~./"‘v

Jeffrey ‘Free’ Luers is a political prisoner serving
a 22-year prison sentence for actions that did not
physically threaten, let alone harm anyone.
Prior to his imprisonment, Mr. Luers was a very
well-liked community activist in Eugene, Oregon.
He was known to law enforcement because of his
involvement with forest defence and anti-police
brutality activism. Mr. Luers was arrested in J11116,
2000, after leaving the scene of a fire at a
Romania car dealership in Eugene, Oregon. He
was initially charged with three counts of First
Degree arson for setting f'u'e to three Sports Utility
Vehicles [SUVs] at the car dealership, and later
received additional charges of Attempted Arson
and Conspiracy to Commit Arson at Tyree Oil
Company. Jeff was motivated by compassion and a
desire to protect life, not to harm it.
“They put power and profit before the sacredness
of people, the plants and all planetary elements.
That is to me an atrocity, and that is not the way
we have to live our lives. We need love, we need
some shelter, we need some warmth, and we need
some nutrition from pure water and healthy food.
There's nothing else we really need. ...”

Jeffrey Luers,
#13'i'97671,

OSP,
2605 State Street,

Salem,
OR 97310.

www.freefreenow.org
E-mail : freefreenow@mutualaid.org

See also- www.breakthechains.net
European contact: Brighton Anarchist Black

Cross (see above)

522.

Joshua Demmitt is an 19-year-old animal
rights activist recently sentenced to 2.5 years
in federal prison for his alleged involvement
in an ill@l direct action at BYU - Provo Utah.
In these alleged actions animals were freed
from abuse and property left damaged

Josh Demmitt
#12314-081

Federal Prison Camp Sheridan
P.O. Box 6000

Sheridan
OR 97378

You can also contact-
The Josh Demmitt Support Group
c/0 The Animal Defense League

PO Box 1587
Huntingdon, NY 11743

Or visit- www.supportjosh.org
--"~..»"‘v"'~..-*’\/'v"~./"'-.-"*t»”v"v**o-"o-"v“-¢’*f\£‘t-“-.r"o-'“v"~fw’\¢“o-”v"~¢“o- ""'~.-""'-.-"‘v""-./‘

A Native American prison activist now in his late
70’s, has been in super-max prisons for over 20
years. In 1978 he exposed a government plot to
assassinate Leonard Peltier. In 1984 he went on a
42 day hunger strike with Leonard and another
prisoner to draw attention to the inhumane
conditions endured by prisoners at Marion Control
Unit. He is not eligble for parole and has no release
date. Because of his prison activism the prison
system refuses to recogiise his Indian name.

Robert H. Wilson,
#640289,

Pack Unit One,
2400 Wallace Pack Rd,

Navasota,
TX 77869,

~/\.»-""~/"-..-""-..-/"‘-,,-"‘-..-""1»*""-.-""-.-"'*-.1""-.-""~.-""-.-*""-.-"'1.-*""-.»""'~.r""-,-"“-./"'-.--"“'~.-"‘v"'\-""-.-""-fh»"¢'*oA¢'%%="“~»'VV "



Leonard Peltier is an American Indian Movement
Activist who was framed-up by COINTELPRO thugs and

@ the government- (for the murder of two FBI agents in 1975-
; he’s now serving two consecutive life sentences.) -after a

fire-fight on the Pine Ridge Oglala Reservation that
happened because of an illegal government operation to steal
Oglala land for uranium mining.
His name is recogiized for many reasons: he is a citizen of
the Anishinabe and Lakota Nations, an activist for
Indigenous Rights, a loving father and grandfather, brilliant
writer, extremely talented artist, and unfortunately, a
“political prisoner”. Leonard has now spent over twenty-
seven years in prison for a crime that he didn't commit.

Leonard Peltier, born on the Anishanabe (Chippewa) Turtle
Mountain Reservation, grew up during difficult times and
faced many hardships. As a young boy he was taken from his
own family and sent to a boarding school run by the U.S.

o o o o to Government, where he wa.sn’t allowed to speak his own
language, and was punished severely if he did. These boarding schools were home to abusive situations,
physical and psychological. He learned many valuable lessons through the harsh experiences he
endured, and used them to try to better his situation and that of other native people. Before Leonard
was put in prison, he did a great deal for the communities he lived with, working as a 001111861101‘,
confronting problems such as miemployment, alcoholism, housing issues, and much more. He eventually
joined the American Indian Movement (AIM- see also- ‘For our brothers and Sisters across the pond’
pages which follow), and was a strong believer and teacher in the spiritual and traditional ways ofAIM.

He was asked to help his fellow people at the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota, during what was
known as the “rei@l of terror," a period of time where hundreds of traditional people were harassed,
tortured, and murdered. Leonard organized many community functions during this time, and tried to
keep the people safe from any further attacks. This was the reason he was on the Pine Ridge
Reservation during the tragic shootout on June 25, 1975. He was not a criminal stirring up trouble. He
was trying to help out his native brothers and sisters, and the children and elders.

Many important individuals and organizations are strong supporters of Leonard and his case. The U.N.
High Commissioner on Human Rights supports Peltier and Amnesty International calls for his
"immediately and unconditionally release." The Dalai Lama, Nelson Mandela, and Desmond M. Tutu are
just a few well known people who support his quest for freedom. Leonard is just one of the many people
who have been victimized by the same system that swear to protect us. This gross injustice is a stain on
America’s Criminal Justice system, and lmtil Peltier is free, we will not be free ourselves.

Leonard Peltier- "I have no doubt whatsoever that the real motivation behind both Wounded Knee II
and the Oglala firefight, and much of the turmoil throughout Indian Country since the early 1970 s, was-
and is-the mining companies."

STOP PRESS- Leonard has been moved to solitary confinement in a new jail-
1 7/O7/O5 letters of support appreciated more than ever-

Leonard Pflltifif, His support group can be contacted: LPDC,
' ""_ PO Box 583, Lawrence, KS 66044-0583, USA.Leonard Peltier #8963 4 132 Phone_ (785) 8_m_5_m

UsP“Terre II3-ute Web- www.leonardpeltier.org
PO Box 121) E-mail- info@:eonardpellt£er.org

or- www.pe iersuppo orgTerre Haute, IN. USA. ,,,_mW_,,eepe,tiB,_0,g
in mg @1311‘ OF mm Leonard Peltier Defense Committee

      A     A S are in the process of moving-
Hmgme Temporary contact address below (or mail

FfiE€ THE PEOPLE will no doubt be forwarded if received at
above address)

LPDC C/O TONI ZEIDAN
2626 N. MESA # 132
EL PASO, TX 79902
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{Q ounselves mo oun Ancestons
{IestivAl./t:t2Avel.leI2/pace pmzty scene- neuteb contacts

“Be happy while you're living, for you're a long time dead.’
(_ Scottish Iifoverb   

‘Fleet at 5°lstice -and
Q" Equinox sunrises at
:5 Stonehenge; want

more Free Festivals at Stonehenge, and tree access into    
the Stones for all who come in peace. The Stonehenge   ‘  
Campaign exists to lobby, raise public awareness and  U
maintain links with interested parties for the /,/o  .
reinstatement ot the Stonehenge Peoples 1-free    i
Festival and free access to Stonehenge itself, and to      \,,, )
protect the adjacent landscape and environment. ii  e?’

Stonehenge Campaign,  iy _'
I Ii I itE ’l‘\$ -

ST0

 on so Torriano five, bondon. mt.   , 8   
its 07970 318572  3)/J

E-mail stones@stonehenge.com -   to ./fl 1
§Veb- www.phrcak.co.uk/stonehcnge/psb/stonecam.hlm gx it  t

See also- www.d1cenews.com 2
_,'i°}’t‘;_-,’ 1

Comprehensive fest)’-felatedsitewithinlIo,picsetc.phn 4
an extensive ‘conmctsllinkslevditn’ tor s

festivalltraveller-related groupslsites  
E-mail- george@dicenews.com

“Barbaric... No other country :i.n the   
world would contemplate a site which  
is a world icon in such a way. Lord Kennet.

www.savestonehenge.org.ult
Stonehenge was ‘given’ to the nation by Chubb in I918. ln his will he specified that no more than one
shilling be charged torpeople wanting access and that no building should be erected new the stones. The
British flovernmenflsBepartment [or ‘lransport is planning to widen the K898 highway that runs close to
the monument and the result will eliectively be the "R808": a four-lane dual Biffiflseway from to

the Went Country cuttins risht thromt the hem of the Stonehenge World
lieritage Site. than 20% of the highwaywould be in a tunnel- ove_r80%
would be bulldozed at around level or in deep cuttings. The stone circle would

3 not be damaged or destroyed. But the highway would be massively destructive
i or the World Hefirase Site -around it. The road. and a massive new visitor

centre that goes with ‘c, could have major ecological impacts and would have
damaging ellectsonlocal communitiealhiscompaign isagainst-allplantto

chum up our ancestors and the World Hfilfilifle Site around Stonehenge fol’
widerroadt. We must notletsavingafewminutesofmotorists‘ time

become more important than preserving 50011 yem oihistory. We
need your help to stopthis! lllé mother of Ill
road protests??? Ismail-
in{o@slvestonehefl3e.org.ul or check the website for
more details of a numberofdilferent ways you can help.
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www.w'flyx.com www.t_rav&e,rsuppo_rt.o:'g.uk
Knothejr classic tree-festy This siteis bya network of

related site. activistsstandingin {K
E-maih mail@wiHyx.com 1Yavellé.fHnd t_fiIns-European Roma. We

’“”””'””””'“”””””“‘”””m“””'””‘ support communities facing
eviction ax! - itbegezom

7 -. macs“- n_ the statea loealgovernmentor ,om ’ ‘ply

ailgoatwgmttt .......;..':..l.....
07460 316755 am» "l'_raveller Solidarityltletwork

"””‘”””f‘”"“'”““'”'”’”"’””““'m”“ Igou: 07870 703434
ll ls not enovgl; to Email-

cvrse the éarlmesr it ls y *?"°"¢Y'°M'?'i‘Y@5“"“i'-¢°'"
nwwavy Io light a Forexcellentittiortnafiveand entertaining

f

books for and abotu ttavellersltravelling, both
in the UK and abroad past and Present,l’

www.tash.gn.apc.o1rg  m_
ph§;:§"$;;§;y:w=fM httptllmemberuolcomifldwflinglenabler

etc.-related to ‘Henge and _ mi .5 1. J
festivals plus much more. ..“l Enabkr 88‘

m=t-=-ttth=t-*-= 0 ttlmtttts 0special interest to document 1.fimmqmh

ofImte'"to-

the lives of travelling people and those aévou
attending Festivals what the press often

describe as ‘New Iil . _8e

“With my photography,
lhave to say

something of the wide
va_n'e'ty ofpeople engaged

in 'Klte_rnatives', and
youths‘ many sub-  

cultures -and to present a
more positive view.”
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N21 28
www.netwo_1'l1B.o_rg
Free party network 9’
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There is an online e—group discussing solstice plans for this year’s summer solstice-
h@:IIgoQmwha.cmlynm& %

To subscribe to this group, $9.? £68018! news, send an email to:
Stonehenzeiclsticeilelebrllilflfllllfi-sBbIl=r'ib¢@yihocgrcups.com

Free information Netwerls
These are news, views 8 events newsletters''_
from various parts of the country. are

independentlyproduced and wouldn‘t exist _ _ _
without the generosity of those who read, _ 59”“

appreciate and donate. flnly space for four B 9
trim addresses here contactmefor the tttu ‘»'°*‘d""'

ttttttt e-verso 1-first-t.  WC“ “X-mmm ,4-3N_ 0 3 1‘el- 0070 737 101 1
www.solent5n.velnet.co.ult Eu“ 0870 7371010

‘ole-“£5” co.“

1 www.festivaleye.coIn
‘ Bublished each Why (£3 + SEE) with the

most comprehensive listings ofUK festivals
p, p side by side with beautiful artwork,
it H01 YOU, it "Of NOW, gnd ‘fey-iew‘.

eeeeeeeeeeemmeeemeeeeeete-meeme-we
1‘9B~s1i?»eeHbr¢$w¢>'- GUI IWS Fovrltsitseiwtvettttess

‘felt 07957 193195 gmpmgpggfymngflfi,
email: moneypenny@mi3.uk.com Community Base, 9

httpzl/guilEn.quarlts.co.ult H3 Queens Rd, Brighton, Sussex,
The essential alternative guide to what's going BN1 3x(;.

on in the South E-ast‘s underground scene. 1‘el- 01273 234777.
A _ . i _ . , , Support group to help defend Travellers‘

South West Flfl, cio The WfldYearCentre, p , . . _ . ." .Cambe “wan, N‘aeWfl. way ofl-tfe and rights. Subscriptions £8
p 5 _ _y _ , _ waged, £3 unwaged, includes free

‘Bath 3 WesgclogSnow phmfim appficmom nan,
’ ad‘ ‘ vehicle spwes file, publications for
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“m_|m,g3_o_,-3 Families8"l‘ravellers (mm
Brighton Illliance of Sound §ystems.

Brighton Klliance of Sound Systems is a non
profit making provident organisation.
We are a group of free spirited people
dedicated to providing an alternative non
corporate way of partying. We organise tree
community events with the aim of bringing
the people of Brighton and Hove closer
together in order to have fun and share
information. Through this we aim to raise the
energy and spirits of the community.

E-mail- info@bass28.o.f8
 Efi%fi§F§§K'.§J§%f%/.-Ii 3&/.£@5»1%fi’.E£".§@-"%i’.Z§%

Exodus Collective,
Community Farm,

Sundon rd,
Chalton,

Bedfordshire,
LU4 9TU.

Party and Housing action group...put on
annual free festy.

BI".-*.t'€t".tf/.§’tI".-ill"/.tfi’.I'.-§’4I'»§f§"fi%#"v.T*§'/Jxifi/¢§§§§El/&".fi’.fiKF'.ifi§J*fiF»!$Z*.Z'/.tI?l"rfi'fi'-§@'¢"’.I.Tt’.tfl/.£Y.tI"-.'iI-'1':

I-lNi11t:Bt ‘$Y51‘E’ -
"fell fax 020 8959 7525

or 07932 536104.
international tree party network.

www.partyvtbe.com
Partyvibe collective, Bringing

teieheviewers» mmefit e=-"<1
artists. This site is dedicated to ‘F ""'""~;';=';“";"=Yi;'-w§?'y ‘tso . . . . . . ' ,,,.m,,,,,.offering resources to the free Party wt”.-i‘.-It -.. .,....,I?.'7.-‘Z‘..it"fi;"e.,  
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wsnv.§}'ps}"-'i‘flveHer.org
‘communityBase, 1 13 Queens Rd.

Brighton, BN1 3XG.
1"el- 01273 234777 mobile: 07971 550328

email: fft@gypsy-traveflermrg
zidvice and "Information I-init for flypsies,
Travellers, service providers etc, on issues such
-as evictions, sites, planning, discrimination. Klso
lobbying and campaigning on 1raveflejrs‘ rights.

2 Travellers tart) not
established in response to the £994 Criminal
inttieeorouieordesttsnaneneots
number of leading which have
emerged seeking to address the problems facing
the 'l_Yaveller and Gypsy community. Ever -a
small numbél of years, grew from an
informal support goup and network hdping to
deal with faced primarily by new
Travellers as Md when they -arose, to a formal
advice, information and training eraillization
providing a wide range of services to all
‘lravellers nation wide - whether traditional or
new, settled or on the road. FF1‘ are weriiflll
towards a more equitable where
everyone has the right to travel and to stop
without constant far of of
their lifestyle.

"lti can‘t dance, it‘s not my revolution! 1'
W/mtmrsww/arm/mm/Java/MrtwawmJar/Jr/.avw.nr»Jsz/5wmwmowmmmmwwwmwmwwwmtwmalt-it
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MEDIA I RESOURCES
“Be careful when speaking. You create the world around you with your words.’

Navago saying.
F»fifiP¢ -1"‘-..»"“~.

October Books The Porkbolter
Soulhamplon‘s radical bookshop. The Pork-Boiler is a totally independent newslella

Open: Monday to Saturday, 9am - 6pm produced by and for ordinary residents of Worthing.
4 Onslow Road, We lend to get excited about minor, unfashionable

Southampton, S02 OJB causes like freedom, gustice and nature. ln the light of
Tel: 01 703 224489 this, it should come as no surprise lo learn that we

have gol nothing to do with any political party cl any
persuasion.Southamptonllctivists

A ti -, - ~ toenswe Ourmessageisl00%organic,growninthesollolour__The aim of the Southampton c vts group lS _ _ _
continua‘ Contact between an activist groups Own and H38 flellllel‘ D680 gerlellcally

1od'f' d b sinister american corporations orSouthampton, and to provide access to informgtion on Chgmicgg stfised by corrupt cemmfised pofifica _
local and national events, campaigns an i _

demonstrations. The group also meet occasionally for pamea w_eb: “mw'e°°'a°“°“'°'_9‘p°'kb°u°'
social events 6‘: campaign organization. Elma“: p°'kb°“er@ec°'act‘°n'°'9

To sign up to regular news send blank e-mail to - MNW“%MM'MMM
southamptonactivists-subscribe@yahoogroups.com Worlhing Anarchist Youth

To post messeoeo Group in worthing affiliated to the Anarchist Youth
soulhamptonaclivisls@yahoo9roups.com Network. ll you're young and angry, gel in touch.

Web- P.O box 4144, Worthing, BNl4 7NZ
hllP=//9rouP8-Y3l‘°°-°°m/QYWP/Swihemplflfiafilirisls E-mail: worthinganarchistyoulh@hotmail.com

~»---»-~o~»ef» Web: hllpzllanarchislyotllhnel

WAR lS TERROFNSM Wll'H
A BK-BGER BUDGET.

 FVVVWMW 
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Portsmouth Resistance
Non-hierarchical anti-capitalist group in Portsmouth.

Tel: 02392 818849 r..._...
E-mall: grassroots@lofl33.freeserve.co.uk ____ 9 3

. "“j-_'_'- --: _ _ _ _ . -—----—--~ _ 5 H

The Cowley Club is a collectively run libertarian socialFreedom Book Company . . .
Massive range of informative drugs related books and Centgeciemgazmmmfmesgghtgm

magazines (cultivation, legality, effects etc), members bar dumg 1:5evenirfgs and’; 31:58 for a
undercurrents “gzfisogzgzzai magazines and variety of other proyacls... ‘For a social system based

73 Fawcell Rd, Soulhsea, Hanls, P04 0013.
Te‘-' 023 92780600 Fax’ 023 92780444 general prosperity for all - the breaking down of racial,

www'freedombo°ks'c°'uk religious national and sex barriers - and to fight for theE-mail: info@freedombooks.co.uk 3 ' . ,_ E life of one earth.
‘M “"~"“"W"‘““""‘““””"‘~’"“"“"""‘“"‘“’“‘W’W’ 12 London Road, Brighton BN1 us

Surrey Anarchist Group (SAG produce Irregular rel; Q1973 595194
ll"B9Sfl6€l- ‘SUITE’ I’) www_gQw[gygh|b_Qy'9_uk

P0 B0! 375, Kflaphlllt WORIHQ, E-mail: cowleyclub@co-op.org
Surrey GU21 QXL

, , _ *" xiii. 411::i1‘::I=rt?~:.<?'-:i'¢::£1::I11:".°-t:?:;’t11:':.l1::r>?1~:.<=1:%:i>1":."t13%$“.kA~:‘%‘cl$%% F£WoV%
E-mall: tnfo@surreyanarchy.org.uk
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The Anarchist Federation is an organisation of class
struggle anarchists aiming to abolish capitalism and all
oppression to create a free and equal society. As the
capitalist system rules the whole world, its destruction
must be complete and world wide. We regect attempts
to reform it, such as working through parliament and
national liberation movements, as they fail to challenge
capitalism itself. Organisation is vital if we're to beat the
bosses, so we work for a united anarchist movement.
The Anarchist Federation has members across Britain
and Ireland fighting for the kind of world outlined
above.

Anarchist Federation, 848, Whitechapel High
Street, London, E1 70X.
Email info@ated.org.uk

Publish bi-annual magazine ‘ORC-3ANlZE’ and monthly
bulletin- ‘Resistance’ both whose aims are to provide a
clear anarchist viewpoint on contemporary issues and
to initiate debate on ideas not normally covered in
agitational papers.

South East A.F..
Part of the Anarchist Federation. Organising for

resistance in the South East.
PO Bo: 375, Knaphill, Woking, Surrey, GU21‘2XL

’\./\/X/"~c-'\.,"~./\./‘*-./X. '~ r V A '3- ¥m”

Independent Media grassroots protects
Independent DIY media progects are spreading around
the planet at unprecedented speed. Triggered by
discontent with the mainstream media and supported
by the widespread availability of media technologies,
groups all over the world are creating their own
channels of information and distribution in order to
bypass the (mainstream) corporate media. The idea
behind most of these projects is to create open
platforms to which everyone can contribute - not only a
small media elite with their particular interests. By
eliminating the classic division between professional
producers and passive audience, many issues and

. 5

discussions that were previously suppressed become
visible and available

...including...South Coast IMC
_ www.indymedia.org-uk/en/regions/southcoast
A collective of individuals from a diversity of
backgrounds committed to the idea of independent
and unfiltered creation, reporting, commentary and
analysis of news in and affecting the Sussex,
Hampshire and Kent area of England. Around the
world, news and information flows are mediated and
controlled by commercial entities, governments,
political parties, and even progressive organizations.
The trickle of information that reaches us is only
sufficient to make us agree with whatever agenda is
controlling it At the same time communities are
divided, and unable to self-organize in order to face
local social issues or global realities, by the lack of an
appropriate grassroots communication medium.
Media and communication has become a tool of
domination. The South Coast Independent Media
Centre collective, and its proyects, aims to bridge
these divisions by giving back a voice to individuals
and groups that have for so long lived unheard. While
we will be acting as a voice for campaigning and
activist groups, we would like to extend the remit of
this site beyond those who might usualy be found
using lndymedia. You do not have to belong to some
narrow self-defined activist clique to participate in
South lndymedia. You do not have to embrace any
political ideology. Real politics are about people's
everyday lives - their gobs, their communities their
social interactions. All of this has a place in South
Coast lndymedia. We do, however, draw a line at
racists and fascists of any description and their anti-
social poison is not welcome here. This site is not
about suppression and division, but about the freedom
of communication that can lead to wider liberation. The
spread of knowledge is our greatest weapon against
tyranny. Let's help a tide of truth rise up along the
South Coast!
E-mail: lmc-uk-southcoast@lists.indymedia.org to

post your news.  
See also: vvww.trapese.org

A popular education coflective that aims to provoke
debate and inspire positive social change through
interactive workshops and various social events. Our
backgrounds and interests are diverse and include
community theatre, international solidarity work,
sustainable living protects and outreach and
campaigning work with various anti-capitalist and
ecological struggles.
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If you're not pissed off- you’re not paying attention!
SchNEWS was born in a squatted Courthouse in Brighton in 1994 as part of Justice‘? - Brighton's campaign against the

Criminal Justice Act. A few bright sparks decided to start reading out the news. Some of those bright sparks then decided
to put some of it on paper - ten years later and we're still printing! From the anti road protests at the M11 in London to the

Newbury Bypass to the big Reclaim The Streets events of the nineties SchNEWS was there. From worker's struggles such
as the Liverpool Dockers, fights against privatisation of public services to reporting on social centres and sustainable futures

- week in week out SchNEWS reports the news from fire direct action frontlines.
schflfiws WEE|([_Y NEw$LETTER  l"§’¢‘fi“$¢% 'F§?$ ? Q§”fi$w 

Keep SchNEWS FREE! Send 1st Class stamps (e.g.
10 for next Q issues) or donations (payable to

Justice?) Ask for “Originals” if you can make copies.
Post free to all prisoners. scmEW$.

PO Box 2600, Brighton, BN2 OEF, England
Phone: 01273 685913 (NO FAX)

Web: www.schnews.org.uli
Tel: +44 (0)1273 685913

E-mail: schnews@brighton.co.uk

A single act of defiance is worth
more than a thousand words.

Whats On? Check out Party and Protest guide at
www.schnews.org.uk/pap/guide.htm

it's updated every week, has sections on regular
events, local events, protest camps and more...

See also Schnews’ yellow pages for much better
groupladdress etc. listings than this one!

-‘_.__

"*--_ . _g I

wwwschnews.org.uk/links/indemhtm

SchNEWS at Ten- The SchMOVIE
75 minutes of anarchistic direct action

reporting from all over the world. Contact
SchNEWS or buy direct from

www.cultureshop.org
@nti copyright

INFORMATION FOR ACTION-
IF YOU LIKE IT PASS IT ON-

Copy and Distribute!

» an

www.undercurrents.org
Excefient attwnative media site-

Old Telephone Exchange, Pier Street, Swansea,
Wales. SA1 1RY

T8l: +44 (0)1792 455900
E-mail: info@undercurrents.org

Undercurrents is a network of camcorder activists,
providing support and media training, who have set
up a ‘grassroots protest video archive’ with more
than 1,000 hours of footage, printing its own “video
activist handbook", and releasing video after video of
alternative news. undercurrents plans to produce
three video compilations a year and show them at a
rolling programme of public screenings, as well as
selling videos directly through its website. Ninety per
cent of the material on the first video has been made
and sent in by film collectives around the world -
outfits as varied as a Croatian feminist collective and
an American smdent body - and this is the way its
creators intend it to continue. How successful the
proiect is now will d%d on how much of an
appetite there is out there for alternative news.

I SE .._. goat“ III
I-lllptng
Ilorlicn &
Suppliers

Earn lacs
Every day!

We bully and exploit so that you don I have to...



LONDON ACTION RESOURCE CENTRE
I ILARC)

A collectively and autonomously run squatted
social and resource centre providing space and
resources including: offices, computer and
internet facilities, roof garden, reference library,
banner making space and meeting rooms for
people and groups working on self-organised,
non-hierarchical protects for radical social change.

62 Fieldgate St, London, E1 1E8.  
(Whitechapel/ Aldgate East tubes). Get involved!

Phone 020 7377 9088
E-mail- info@londonarc.org

www.londonarc.org
E-mail list/group for updates of events etc-

londonscn-events-subscribc@lists.riseup.net
This is also the contact for London DISSENT! -
Anti-authoritarian anti-capitalist direct action social
struggle initiative against the GB. Contact them or
check website for details of DISSENT groups in
your area.

x

“Whilst the eight most powerful men on Earth
retreat behind fences and into militarised zones to

pursue their policies of war, growth and
destruction, we are attempting to build new

spaces, open to everybody, and in which we can
demonstrate our legitimate alternatives: of self-

management, of non-hierarchical and consensus
based decision making and of ecological

sustainability.”
The C-38 Summits are hosted, on rotation, by
the group's member states. In 2005 the
Summit is to be held in the UK at Glleneagles in
Perthshire, Scotland (around 40 miles north-
west of Edinburgh). The G8 (8 of the world's
most powerful economies: USA, UK, France,
Russia etc) was established to re-align national
social structures in accordance with the
growth and dominance of global capital. The
G8 symbolises the unified face of global
capital and the enforcement of state power.

This year, the G8 will attempt to meet at
Gleneagles, Scotland. Resistance to the 2005
G8 Summit, and the world it represents, is
being planned by groups and networks from
around the UK, Europe and beyond. Actions
around issues of work, migration, war and
ecology are being planned. A detailed
timetable of actions can be found at-
www.nadir.org/nadirlinitiativ/agp/rcsistg8/timeline.htm

Resist G8 South-East Assembly-
The assembly and co-ordination is being done
without the need of formalised "steering
committees“ or by voting. These assemblies
are used to co-ordinate activities across the
South East of England, to announce initiatives
and to discuss the political basis of what we
are doing. To ioin the E-mail discussion list of
the Resist G8 South-East Assembly please
e-mail

g8s0uthea.st-subscribe@lists.riseup.net
"ALL WE HAVE TO LOSE IS OUR CHNNSTORES...“

Local contacts for anti-GB activities
Brighton

Clo The Cowley Club, 12 London Road, Brighton.
E-mail brightrmantig8@yal1o0.co.uk

Reading
E-mail- reading-anti-g8@cyber-rights.net

www.rmdingantig8.co.nr
Bristol

E-mail dissentbristol@susbsection.org.uk
Box 102, Greenleaf Books, 82 Colston St,

Bristol. BS1 5B8.
mailing liSl:

www.lists.aktivix.org/mailman/Iistinfo/dissent-bristol
Cambridge- Cambridge Action Network

CAN, clo 12 Mi! Road, Cambridge, CB1 2AD
www.cambridgeacfion.net

E-mail cambridge@lists.riseup.net
Oxford— Anti-G8 info point

16b Cherwefl Street, Oxford, OX4 ‘IBG.
Email dissentoxf'ord@riseup.net

Woflhing- Shut the G8.
PO BOX M14, Worflring, West Sussex, BNt4 7N2.

Email shuttheg8@.h0tmail..com
www.freewebs.c0m/shuttheg8

Big or sxnall, one or nmany.
A positive is a. positive.

wwvwv.resistG8.org.uk

. ll



www.56a.org.uk
The 56a is an unfunded 100% DIY-run space in London
born in June 1991, sharing a squatted space with
fareshares food co-op (purveyors of fine wholefoods
and organic veg. since 1987). After a dark period of no
electricity and possible eviction, the premises has
gone legit and has a new lease on life...come by and
check out the building work that's been done...or,
better yet, get involved and make the space happen!
Lots of different radical, non-hierarchical groups
working for social change have graced the 56a
Infoshop with their presence. I-lere’s gust a few-
FARESHARES WHOLEFOODS COLLECTIVE, THE
FREE BICYCLE REPAIR SPACE, PAST TENSE
PUBLICATIONS, ACTIVE DISTRIBUTION, ERODING
EMPIRE EVENTS LISTING, SOUTH LONDON
RADICAL HISTORY PROJECT plus there's more...we
stock a large range of publications from the U.K. (such
as Aufheben, Class War, Direct Action, Do or Die,
Earth First Action Update, Freedom, Organise,
SchNews etc) and we carry other titles from other
parts of the world. We also carry books and
pamphlets about anarchism, anti-fascism, women's
struggles, animal rights and many otha" related
subgects.
Active Distribution have become involved in the space
and, thus, our stock has expanded and pretty much
anything in the Active Catalogue can be found in our
shop (or ordered for youll. See ‘Discos’ section for
more details. Like music? Well, the record and CD
sections have swelled to gargantuan proportions and
contain DIY punk and independent music from all over
the world. ALSO» we now stock caps & the all-
important STRIPEY SOCKS ti LEGC-SINGS (wear them
with activist pride as each set sold helps raise money
for the renovation work being carried out to our
premises!)

Open Thursdays 2-8pm
Fridays 3-7pm

Saturdays 2-6pm
56 Crampton St,

(near Elephant all Castle),
London, SE17 3AE.

a.m@iL~inFo@56a.o r_o.ul< -

www.eroding.org.uk
Eroding Empire, for gigs, events, actions, demos etc.

done the DIY way! Including South London gig
collective non-profit gigs/events from Brixton Scum

Address c/o 56a Infoshop (see above)
E-mail- er0ding@er0ding.org.uk

Tel- 07890 350448 ll A
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The Ilullnlwsille Alliance!
llletMe lint Sllalltlillll Sllaell

lllttt Ate ltillinu Foxes !

The Class War Federation is an organization of
groups and individuals who have come together to
change the society we live in, to improve the lot of
working class people. London Class War edit Britain's
most unruly tabloid, Class War, as well as taking part
in a range of political activities and struggle, both in the
capital and beyond. Whilst we cannot promise to be
the most theoretical political group in the city, we can
promise to be the sexiest.
www.londonclasswar.org
Class War
Po Box 467
London E8 30!
07931 301901
EmaiI- londoncwt'@yah0o.co.uk

I'..-ZJ""'..Ia'I"A'FI./ .311-iT' 

www.squatter.org.uk
ADVISORY SERVICE
FOR SOUATTERS is an
UNPAID collective of
workers who have been
running a daily advice

service for squatters and homeless people since 1975.
It grew out of the former Family Squatters Advisory
Service, which was founded in the late 1960s. ASS
publishes Squatters Handbook, the eleventh edition of
which is the current one, and has sold in excess of
150,000 copies since 1976.

2 St Pauls Rd, Islington, London, N1 2QN.
Tel- 02073598814or08fi6445814

Fax-i 090 7359 5185
Open Mon-Fri 2-6pm.

Email advicc@squat.frcescrve.c0.uk
.611’! ¢W'%'.fit|'I&I'@’.-I’/.|Iffl'.-fx§'.|I§Il-"4I'x§fllI.H'#.fl'/.1-'5
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your online anarchist community
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www.banksy..co-ult

Political graffiti artist...a genius with a spray can.
"Remember crime against property is not real crime. People
look at an oil painting and admire the use of brushstrokes to

convey meaning. People look at a graffiti painting and
admire the use of a drainpipe to gain access-’

WfllmREF’/mlfl'wmfiflfifi’m'”HmfiWfiflflfififlfitmfltmfl/RWIWRJIMfilm

-. www.radio4a.org.uk
A Brighton-based radio station whose aims are to create and
broadcast a space in a stifling world where our voices are not
heard and where the media is tightly controlled. To be
independent from media and art where every word is bought
and sold, by offering something for free. To broadcast
programmes, communicate and explain events, as they occur,
without being censored. To raise questions and provide
information in a politically controlled world, undermining the
power of the controllers. And to provide an altemative to
mainstream media culture and what they hold sacred; having
fun whilst not taking ourselves too seriously.

E-mail info@radio4a.org.uk
Phone- 07980-168115

BLACK FLAG
Black Flag: For a social system based on

_ mutual aid and voluntary co-operation -
against state control and all forms of

govemment and economic repression. To
establish a share in the general prosperity for

. all - the breaking down of racial, religious,
national and sex barriers - and to fight for the

life of one world.
BLACK FLAG, BM Hurricane

London, WC1N SXX.
E-mail- blackflageds@hushmail.com
http://flag.blackened.net/blackflag

\ r 1 u Q 1 1l | HI: l\(I| I A I QR
Comprehensive annual booklet containing loads of radical,

anarchist and direct action groups, publications and centres
worldwide. Send £1.30 to-

The Agitator, c/o PO Box 2474, London, N8 OHW.

(BREIQN ILNILRCZ-'Il\'
The State spent £10m ;-ailing GA's editors in an attempt
to shut us up. We‘re still here...Civilisation is
exploitation of mass society. Specialisation, division of
labour creates hierarchies to maintain the complex web
of production I consumption - techno-industrial mass
society. Exploitation divides mass society and the
individual on grounds of class, gender, ethnicity and
sexual preference. Mass society can't be reformed. it
must be replaced. Afl life derives from the land.
Civilisation alienates us from the Earth using
nationhood and property law. We must take back the
land and living self-sufficiently, re-establishing our
relationship with the Earth. Those of us most exploited
by Civilisation live in the South, the Third World, the
fruits of our labour exported to the rich North. We've
nothing to lose fighting for self-governing, self-
sufficient small communities. Both North and $outh we
need to expand our culture of resistance to free
ourselves from alienation from our Earth.

DIRECT ACTION
Build an alternative green and black economy and
enioy yourselves in the smashing of banks,
multinationals, military bases, labs, exploiters, bigots
and developers. Organise underground in networks of
autonomous small groups.

BCM 175, London, WCIN SXX.
ww'w.9reenanarchist.org

E-mail- info@greenanarchist.org
THE ONLY
GOOD

IS A

ONEml

ALREADY
President George W. Bush

The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, DC 20500
Comments: 202-456-1111

SWitChbO3fd: 202-456-1414
F83: 202-456-2461

I
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Housmans Bookshop
London's oldest radical bookshop, home to the

weird & the wonderful, publisher of annual
Housmans Peace Diary.

5 Caledonian Rd, King's Cross,

White House Web
www.whitehouse.gov

"We will remember not the words of
our enemies, but the silenceLondon, N1 9DX. . ,,

Tel: O90 7837 4473 Fax: O90 7178 0444 of our friends.
E-mail- shop@housmans.idps.co.uk D"- Marti" Lulher “"9, 1'-
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ENVIRO-l\IENTAL-

"It isn't pollution that's harming
the environment. It's the

ilnpurities in our air and water
that are doing it". George

W.Bush _..

Are you tired of namby—pamby environmental HAR VE5T
groups? Are you tired of overpaid corporate environmentalists who suck up to
bureaucrats and industry? Have you become disempowered by the reductionist
approach of environmental professionals and scientists? If you answered yes to any of
these questions, then Earth First! is for you. Earth First! is effective. Our front-line,
direct action approach to protecting wilderness gets results. We have succeeded in
cases where other environmental groups had given up, and have drawn public attention
to the crises facing the natural world. Earth First! was named in 1979 in response to a
lethargic, compromising, and increasingly corporate environmental community. Earth
First! take a decidedly different tack towards environmental issues. We believe in using
all the tools in the toolbox, ranging from grassroots organizing and involvement in the
legal process to civil disobedience and monkey wrenching.

www.ea1'thfirst.org.uk or international site- www.earthfirst.org
0

Earth First Action Ugtel
www.actionupdate.org.uk

Subscription Newsletter of Ecological direct action news, current campaigns,
forthcoming events, protest camps, contacts. etc.

C/o Manchester EF! Dept 29, 22a Beswick St, Manchester, M4 7HS.
Tel- 0161 226 6814 E-mail- efactionupdate@bigfo0t.c0m

fiffi".IJ£r'%I).ZJ".§).fil»lrI/.ZfE".§Jfl'/lr"E'l/l'¢fl‘F'.%fl/%’fiI»§ZrI%%’.flfi’.flH@’fifi$’fififiIH".fl)$’fi§r§’fi§§r".fiJ'fifi

www.earthliberationfront.com
The Earth Liberation Front is an international
underground movement consisting of autonomous
groups of people who carry out direct action
according to the E.L.F. guidelines. Since 1997, E.L.F.
cells have carried out dozens of actions resulting in
close to $100 million in damages.

E-mail- info@eartl1Iiberationfront.com

www.stopesso.com

Corporate Watch is a small independent not-for-
profit research and publishing group which
undertakes research on the social and environmental
impact of large corporations, particularly
multinationals. We aim to expose the mechanisms by
which corporations function and the detrimental
effects they have on society and the environment as
an inevitable result of their current legal structure.
Corporate Watch strives for a society that is
ecologically sustainable, democratic, equitable and
non-exploitative. Progress towards such a society
may, in part, be achieved through dismantling the
vast economic and political power of corporations
and developing ecologically and socially just
alternatives to the present economic system.

 16b Cherwell St. Oxford OX41BG.
Tel:+44 (0)1865 791 391

www.oorporatewatch.org.uk
mail@corporatewatchorg

W§%E'§»flr'I .fl§:H5§4H!:Hi#'.rH%’I.@£r§#§§§§/IQ!-"Z&fl!:E'E.ifi'ld‘¢

DIGGERS AND DREAMERS
Diggers & Dreamers, a UK guide to communal living

for over 10 years, with searchable community
database. C/0 Edge ofTime Ltd, BCM Edge,

London, WC1N 3XX.
www.diggersanddreamers.org.uk

E-mail- info@diggersanddreamers..org.uk
Tel- 07000 780536
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RISING TIDE UK is a network of small groups and
individuals dedicated to taking local action and
building a movement against climate change.

Subscribe to news alerts online by visiting-»
http://risingtide.0rg.uk/mailman/listinfo/rt-news

62 Fieldgate St, London, E1 1ES
www.risingtide.0rg.uk

E-mail- info@risingtide.0rg.uk
Phone: +44 (0)845 458 8923

+44 (0)7708 794665
R See 3150.. E-mail- 0fl‘:iee@evnuk.0rg.uk

LONDON RISING TIDE (same address/phone as
above) takes creative action on the root causes of
climate chaos, and promotes socially just, ecological
alternatives to fossil fuel madness. It is part of the
wider Rising Tide UK network, and seeks to be part of a
growing European and worldwide movement of groups
working to dismantle the oil industry. We meet most
Thursday nights at the London Action Resource Centre
(see ‘Media/Resources’- page 62. for L.A.R.C. contact
details etc.)

E-mail- l0nd0n@risingtide.0rg.u1(
Reading Rising Tide:

E-mail- climatejustice@p0stn1aster.co.uk
(Rising tide) SOUTH DEVON

Rich, PO BOX 77, Tomes,
Devon TQ9 5ZJ.

Tel- 01803 840098
E-mail- g'rrr@ziplip.c0m

(Rising tide) BRIGHTON-MID SUSSEX
Richard Turner

Tel/fax: 01273 725077
...or check the national website for details of contacts in

your area.

www.r0adalert.0rg.uk
Excellent site for most UK road-protests/proposed
routes etc. plus comprehensive info for application of
Non Violent Direct Action against road builders.

ECOVILLAGE NETWORK UK
Populating the rhetoric of rural sustainability.

PO Box 1410, Bristol, BS99 3JP.
www.evnuk0rg.uk
Tel- 0117 373 0346

» 

PERMACULTURE ASSOCIATION UK
Supports individuals, projects and groups working

with permaculture in Britain.
Third Floor Studios, 6 Carr Mills, 322

Meanwood Road, Leeds, West
Yorkshire, LS7 2HY

www.permaculture.org.uk
E-mail- ofioe@permaculture.org.uk

Tel/Fax: 07041 390170 or 0113 262 1718
W5M’.J."’r:’-%'.¢.*¢'I!'».’~'H"

www..defending0oeans.c0m
As their name implies!

T .»:€‘.E'.Z’§1WF'.H%

www.st0pbayer.0rg
For direct action against GM giants Bayer.

E*fl'£'J.#Z/‘§¢*Z/fl'§/.§’I/fi'§’fl".i'.i§' @'

McSPOTLIGHT and MeLIBEL
Stopping McMu.rder plunder our planet/people.
Encouragng people everywhere to see the sordid
reality behind corporate propaganda, and to fight back
against McWorld. Every year there is a Worldwide
Anti-McDonald's Day on Saturday October 16th [UN
World Food Day] - a protest against the promotion of
Q O I I

ROAD BLOCK is an alliance of groups and
individuals campaigning against road building.
It was launched in response to a roads programme of
around 200 proposed or planned schemes throughout
the UK: a scale of road building not seen since the
infamous 1990s road building programme, which led to
unprecedented community-based protest. Many
schemes were cancelled and the new Labour
government made a manifesto pledge to cut road
building and traffic growth. Today’s escalating number
of road schemes suggests that the Government has
given up on this commitment. Road building destroys
and degrades habitats, species, and heritage. It divides
and fragments communities. It contributes to health
problems such as asthma. Road building does little for
the poorest in society, who depend on public transport.
Road transport is also the single biggest contributor to
the UK’s output of greenhouse gases. High levels of
these gases are causing the climate to change at a speed
never seen before in human history. Getting around,
and having a secure economy, need not involve such
destruction. Road Block aims to highlight the insanity
of more road building, and to support a move towards
the sustainable transport practices that are still within
our reach. PO Box 164, Totnes, TQ9 51/VX.

E-mail- 0ffice@roadbl0ck..0rg.uk
. Tel- 01803 847 649

07354 593 067

exploitation of workers, animal cruelty, damage to the
environment and the global domination of
corporations over our lives.

"McDonald's have been raking in their profits for 50
years and all of society has paid the price... We should

look forward to their funeral, not their birthday."
Dave Morris. (McLibel defendant.)
McLibel Support Campaign -

London Greenpeace-
5 Caledonian Road, London N1 9DX.

w"ww.mcsp0tligl1t.0rg
Tell Fax: 020 787131269

E-mail- mclibel@gl0balnet.co.uk
or to join their e-mail alerts list send a blank e-mail to-

list-subscribe@mcl1'bel.org
II!-"J!/J’/’.|flfE'3J'Z"".-I!»"’.|I£'/.§'r.|'§'/.iH/Z

CAMPAIGN AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE exists
to fight against the ignorance, inertia, short term greed
and vested interests that stand in the way of the rapid
and radical action mgently needed to prevent the
irreversible destabilisation ofour planet's climate.

www.cam 'gnag_ainstclimatechange.net

 fiW-§§fifl'*'.fl’E*'E.|I!'="'.I".-§~.$.fi."|'fl-'r'.§
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OGONI FREEDOM CAMPAIGN
Seeking an end to pollution and murder by Shell and

the Nigerian Govt.
37-39 Great Guildford St, London SE1 0ES.

Tel- 020 7261 9060
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EORXQNAL BSEQIBITY

FOR BUR BRO! BEES IND 5|$TER5 lCRQ$$ THE POND
(see also - For our Brothers and Sisters in Jail - section, pages éfito 3))

-Whatever befals the earth befall: the sons and daudlters of the earth. We M not weave the web
of Ifenneare merelya strandinit. Whatever wedotothevreb,wedotoourselves-

Chief Seattle (1788-186$)
Native American (Suquamishl leader.

As an - anarchist-punllr (scuse the label but they re handy sometimes!) who has spent many years on
the road, I have come to feel a natural affinity with the Native american and their respectful
treatment of each other and their environment. No culture has yet to succeed in the perfection of
utopia (2) but I believe that these people stand out in history (not his-story, but their story) as
coming close to this state. Throuml centuries of learning and enmhy into the world around them,
they developed a culture that was wise of mind and warm of heart.
Then us - palefaces - turned up around five hundred years ago and in that relatively short time we
completely decimated their societies and way of life, and reduced them to refugees in their own
land. The use of names like - Chinook - and - Apache - for american hovering death-machines is a sick
and sad testament to this savage corruption.
However there has been, and still is, widespread resistance to the genocide of the american state, so
checlt out the contactslsites below and get involved!
 . ~ " . .r"'-.w"‘~J"'-.1"‘*v""\.f"'~.r"“-..v"“-.-"‘~.r ""

Uestern Shoshone Defense Project-
To affirm Newe [Western Shoshone] jurisdiction over Newe %bia
[Western Shoshone homelands] by protecting, preserving, and restoring
Newe rights and lands for present and future generations based on
cultural and spiritual traditions.

WESTERN SHOSIIGNE IIEEIISE
PRBJECT

E0. Box 211300
-- Crescent Valey, NV, 09021, USA.

www.wsdp.org
175-480-0230

775-468-0237 lfan)

The Eastern Shoshone of the Uhd River Reservation
The Eastern Shoshone are located on the Wind River Reservation,
which is located in the central regfon of the state of Wyoming. The
reservation is home to two tribes: the Northern Arapaho and the
Eastern Shoshone. The tribes operate as two separate tribal

‘mg? governments. The reservation covers 2,258,008 acres. There are
Q“; Q * l 2,650 Eastern Shoshone.

' www.easternshoshone.not

666%



TALHIIG LEAVES
Caring people wanted to write to our Native

American brothers and sders in the iron houses
' (prisons) in North America. If you feel you could

AMERICAN iiiiiiiiii iiovsiisirr *'°'"""'**°'"°‘9*'""'°="'Y M‘ "°'“"'°
Campaigning for indigenous peoples rights. 1, II ‘hiH‘,

Things will never be same again and that is what
the American Indian Movement is about... °m5waEf"wflh§W 

They are respected by many, hated by some, WW”
but they are never ignored Ewum

They are the catalyst for Indian Sovereignty 5'5""N"“l° mm‘9'i5l "T505" mi"!
They intend to raise questions in the minds of 73- 5'“ 15°» °"°\'"|'°i"l= 7"“ "“l°°~ 37313-

all, questions that have gone to sleep in the 3*-"hm-"5
minds of Indians and non-Indian alike 7"‘ final "$5299

From the outside, AIM people are tough people,
they had ‘lg bg SURVIVAL INTERNATIONAL

AIM was born out of the dark violence of police Survival lnternatioml is H Wwldwille
brutality and voiceless despair of Indian people ofgvhififlliuli $%fih9 lfibill ll slalillfi

in the courts of Minneapolis, Minnesota it-if 5197" "QM l° @9559 mall‘ “'0 l"l""° “"5
AIM was born because a few knew that it was “Q55 "'9"! Wvlfll T55" W951 M105 and lllilflah

enough, enough to endure for themselves and all 5-
others like them who were people without 5 clliflfllfllllfii 3@@P,

power or rights 1.0006! 59“ 757-
AIM people have known the insides of jails; the WWW-9lTViVil‘hl¢FNfl°Nl-"0

long wait; the no appeal of the courts for Indians, 5'"!3il" bf@9"'\‘l"l'hl‘ll'l'il'l°N|-°"0
because many of them were there 73' 99 44 39 7537 3799

From the inside AIM people are cleansing
themselves; many have returned to the old www.inGancmIry.com

traditional religions of their tribes, away from Comprehensive American Infian news source 1
the confused h0ll0I'iS Of 3 society that has made oWMv .aamweo~m:iime>voswonees:ovsma~a 
them slaves of their own ungiided lives...AIM is p@, tim¢m
first, a spiritual movement, a relifious re-birth, 993;]; Cgqugemmathn Committee
and then the re-birth Of dignity ihfl pride iii 3

P°°Pl° wm. cm
AIM succeeds because they have beliefs to act

upon ...The American Indian Movement is ‘um mt-".th”_¢°m
attempting to connect the realities of the past Americas ‘ages; Independent him News

with the promise of tomorrow 5”,“
They are people in a hurry, because they know          7     4     

 1

"‘“"" ~.»-.»-..r-.r-..r~.+*-or-.r\.x~.»~..'~.x\.r~.»"~w

that the dignity of a person can be snuffed by
despair and a belt in a cell of a city jail

They know that the deepest hopes of the old
people could die with them   

They know that the Indian way is not tolerated
in White America, because it is not

acknowledged as a decent way to be  
Sovereignty, Land, and Culture cannot endure if

a people is not left in peace
The American Indian Movement is then, the

Warriors Class of this century, who are bound to r
the bond of the Drum, who vote with their

bodies instead of their mouths THEIR
BUSINESS IS HOPE. Y

' www.ainovemcnt.org

@577
, - ---- .1 .- _ |-.- _E-mail- AIMO0C@worldnet.att.net  



 KOLA is a
grassroots human

H  rights organization
9   that was founded in

the Cheyenne River Sioux Reservation, South
Dakota. In 1990, we opened the international
campaign office in Brussels, Belgium. Today,
we have active members in Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Guatemala,
Italy, Luxembourg Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Puerto Rico, Sweden, Switzerland, and
the USA.
Our main objectives are to spread correct
information on every issue concerning
American, Canadian 8- Australian indigenous
peoplets): culture, politics, environment,
education, philosophy 8- religion, judicial
matters, history; and to attempt to better
andlor remedy existing situations onlin the
indigenous communities: land 8 treaty rights,
fishinglhunting 8» gathering rights, freedom of
religion, exploitation of natural resources, anti-
defamation, repratriation of artifacts 8- human
remains; and to form a bridge between people
of different cultures.
KOLA is the Lakota word for friend and this
word defines exactly who we are and who we
would like to work with. NOLA is a completely
independent, non-lucrative organization
without political, religious or any other
’ colour’.

KOLA also coordinates the International
Forum of VIP: for Leonard Ieltier
{IPF- E-mail- bforum@skynet.be).

All KOLA actions are 100 ‘I6 non-violent; this is
the only way by which we can gain respect for
this organization and more important, for the
people we are ‘fighting’ for. Actions are letter

8. petition campaigns - information through
education, press files, speakers bureaus,

exhibitions, cultural happenings - lobbying
with political bodies (worldwide) - peaceful

demonstrations andlor non-violent acts of civil
disobedience - and so on...

KOLA- International Campaign Office
Van Boeckel St. 20,

B-1140 Brussels,
Belgium.

E-mail- kolahqq@skynet.Iie
httpdIusers.skynet.bcIkola
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‘When they laid down their arms, we murdered them.
We lied to them. We cheated them out of their lanb.
We starved them into signing fraudulent agreements
that we ceded treaties, which we never kept. We
turned them into begets on a continent that gave
life for as long as bfe can remember. And by any
interpretation of history, however twisted, we fid
not do right. We were not lawful nor were we just hi
what we fid...'l'he motion picture community has
been as respon@le as any for degafing the Infian
and mdiing a mockery of his character, describing his
as savage, hostde and evil. It"s hard enough for
children to mow up in tlm world. When Inflan
chilmen watch televifion, and they watch films, and
when they see then‘ race depicted as they are in
films, then minds become ‘uijwed in ways we can
never know.
If we are not oin‘ brother’s keeper, at least let us not

be lfi executioner.’
MARLON BRANOO

(Excerpts from speech for refusing Oscar award.)
March 30, 1973
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PUNK DEAD?n-BANDS/MUSIC/DIBTRDS ETD"-

“LISTEN! DR YOUR TONGUE WILL MAKE YOU DEAF” CHEROKEE SAYING-
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AK DISTRIBUTION IS A WORKERS BO"
OPERATIVE OWNED wi-ii:ii.i_v BY IT'S
MEMBERS wrri-i AK Pnsss AS THE

A13": 31-||q|35 PUBLISHING ARM“ FOR A FREE 147-PA:-ii-:
THE wEB5|TE FUR THE Ap|:|5'|-|_E5, CATALOGUE OF’ OVER SSIIICI DIFFERENT

A5TR|:|NA|_|T5, |-|E|_|_5A5"|-ARD RADICAL./ALTERNATIVE BOOKS, MAGAZINES,
AND MANY MQRE, PAMPHLETS, JOURNALS, OD"S, TAPES,

|=I,|:|_ aux 23, |-||1-|-3|-|||q, T-SHIRTS, BADGES AND MORE,
HER-|-9, 554 |;||-|A, sewn AN S-A-E. TO-

HTTP://HOMEPABEINTLWORLD-DOM/ADIDSTI AK PRESS 8; IDISTRIBUTION,
"BB/INDEX-HTML PO Bux 1 2766, EDINBURGH,

E'MAlL" Ar:||:ia-r||~ir-rs@i~i'ri_vv|:iriii.r:i.|.':r:ii~i EH8 9YE_
(GET WELL SOON Riziiai) wvvvv.Ai<PnEss..r:iia

E-MAii_- A|<@Ai<som.oziv|uN.|::u.ui<
TEL“ D131 555 5155

BALD DABTLI5 DISTRIBUTION
fDIY, NDN PREIFIT, PUNK ROCK MAIL

DRDER SERVICE.)
I3/rJ 145-‘I49 BAai:iisAi~| RD,

LEEDS, Wzsv Ycinics, LS6 1 L-.l.
WWW-BALDOATUSDISTRO-OO-UK

E-MAii_- aA|_i:>i:A|:1'us@|si~iAi|...r:ciM
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-=>i- -i11%‘
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1981- ZCID5ANARBHO-PUNK MAIL CIRDER

LITERATURE, T-5|-|iR"rs, BADGES AND RE'3c'RD'5r CD5’ “DEBS ET‘:-
MUCH MDRE_ BBP_REI:I:]RD5

BM Acrivs, LONDON, WB1 N ZBXX. P- D-' BOX 45454

|i~i|='r:i@Ai::'r|vr-:i:i|a'rR|Bu"rii:1|~i.ciRrs 5525 5w‘-'
(SEE ALSO- 56A-INFi:isi-ii:ii= IN WWW-BBPREBDRDB-'35-UK

‘MEDIA/RESOURBES’ st-:1:-ruzm, PAGE 52) EMAIL-' s'rEvz@aa|=i=a£i:.'i:i|ei::ia.c:ci.ui<
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WWW-INFLAMMABLEMATERIAL-CD-UK
EXTENSIVE PUNK CDS ETD. FOR SALE.

vvwvv.LoNDoNPuN|<s.oo.uI<
THIS SITE IS A CROSS BETWEEN A SOENE

ouIDE, A POLITICAL INFO SITE AND A
FANZINE. WITH oRAI=HII:: ART, ANIMAL

RIGHTS INFO, oios LISTS, PHOTOS AND
REVIEWS‘ IT'S BOT EVERYTHING FROM

SERIOUS STUFF To HLIMOLIR, lT's
BASIOALLY HERE AT THE END or-7 THE DAY

To HELP KEEP THE PuNI< soENE-
EEPEDIALLY HERE IN LoNDoN- STRONG-

HOPEFULLY THE SITE wILL oAToH ON AND
MORE PEOPLE FROM OTHER TOWNS wiLL

DREATE SIMILAR THINGS To HELP THE
soENE ALoNo IN THEIR TowN. THERE IS

ALSO A MESSAGE BOARD SECTION WHERE
PEOPLE I::AN DISCUSS VARIOUS ISSUES,

ASK ouEsTioNs AND EVEN MET NEW
I=EoI=LE IN THE EDENE

YOU ‘WOULDN'T HAVE ooT A DHANDE To
MEET DTHERWIEE.

E-'MAIL" |.lu.I@LONDONPI.INI(S.OO-Ul(
(SEE ALED...

ERODINB EMPIRE AND BI=iIxToN Boom
-MEDIA/REEDDNDEE PAEE OM12)

FOR DETAILS OF DONFLIDT
RELEASES/GIGS ETD. PLUS MORE-

GONFLIDT/MORTARHATE,
PO BOX 448, ELTHAM,

LONDON, SE9 2138.
wwvv.IvIoRTARHATE..I::oI~I AND

www.I::oNI=LIoT-I.II<.i::oI»i
E-ivIAIL- lJOLIN@OONFLIOT-UK-OOH

TEL- O20 BB5O BBOB
SEE ALSD" JUNGLE RECORDS

I:|LD DAIRY MEWS, 52 CHALK FARM RDAD,
CAMDEN, LONDON, NW1 BAN-
TEL- +44 ID) ZD 7267 D1 '71
FAX- +44 ID) 2D 7267 D91 2

E-MAlL" ENOUlRlES@Jl.lNOLE'REl3ORDS-COM
JUNGLE RECDRDS IS A LDNDDN'BASED

INDEPENDENT LABEL, SERVING UP SDME DF
THE BEST SELECTIDNS DF INDIE, PUNK,

GEITH, AND CUTTINE'I"'EDI3E DANCE MUSIC,
PLUS MLICI-I MDRE, SINCE 1932-

- 7

POSITIVE DLITLOOK REIT.‘-ORDS
A YOUTH I::oLi.Er::TIvE or PUNI("ROOK KIDS,
RUN A DIY azoono LABEL, PUT oN I=uNI<-

ROCK SHOWS AND HELP r::AusEs WITH
DISTRIBUTION or MATERIAL THI=zouIsI-I THEIR

ETALL.
PO BOX 233, PETERBDRDUBH,

PE4 SUB.
wviIw..I=osITIvEouTLooI<nEI::onDE.I::oI-I

E-MAIL-
MAIL@POSITIVEOLITLOOl(REl3DRDS-COM

RHYTHMS OF RESISTANCE
A POLITICAL SAMBA EAND THAT PLAYS AT
DEMONSTRATIONS AND DIRECT ADTIDNE.

CONSISTINI3 OF‘ A FLUID NUMBER or
MEMBERS FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE, THEY

AIM To BRINI3 MIJSIO AND NOISE TO SOME or
THE MORE SERIOUS AND PRESSINB ISSUES

or-' LIFE.
WWVIRRHYTHM SDFRESISTANCE-CD-UK
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DIRTY SQUATTERB DOT-OOM IS AN uMoi=iELLA
WEB FOR MANY VARIEID WEBSITES DEvI:ITED

To MUSIC, ART AND CULTURE FROM THE
INTERNATIONAL UNDERGROUND EDENE,
INCLUDING SDRAP RECORDS DlYPi.INIc

LABEL.
BBRAP REI::oI=iDa
P-D. BDX ZDZS

BRIGHTON
EAST 5uEEEx

BN I ‘I AA
uirww.DIIaTvsouATTEaa..I::oIvI
ww\v..soIeAI=aEc:onDa.ooI~I

E"MAlL- DIIa'rvsouATTEIaE@HoTIvIAIL.I:oIvI

W-D-W- REBORDS
Wonos DF WARNING I=iooTs LIE IN THE

ANARIZHO PUNK SCENE or THE MID EISHTIES,
A REACTION AGAINST TI-IE SEX PISTOLS,
CLASH AND GENERALLY THE wHoLE TEEN

REBELLION oI=' THE FIRST wAvE or I=I.INI<
MARKETED av OCIRPORATIONS wHo IN TURN
MANUFACTURED RIOT CONTROL EouII='IvIENT.

THE I=-uNi< MOVEMENT SPEARHEADED BY THE
LII<Es or BRASS AND CONFLICT oAvE THE

POSSIBILITY or-' A VIABLE ALTERNATIVE To
THE PR INFESTED WATERS OF CORPORATE

I=iooI<. Wow IS NoT AoTIvE As A LABEL ANY
MORE BUT STILL SELL THE aAI::I< CATALOGUE
AT WWW-WORDSOFWARNINB-BO-UK FROM

BANDS suoi-I AS AO53, BLASSERS ITA, Duo
WAR, GLINEI-IoT ETD. E-MAlL-

PROPAOANDA@WORDSOFWARNlNO-OOH
-PLuE -JUST SET UP A NEW BRISTOL LABEL
wHioH IS DEALING WITH THE KINDA MUSIC

Wow wAs DOING BEFORE IT HIT THE
FINANCIAL II:EEERo....

E-|viAIL- IcAi=1L4D@IauNNiNnIoT.I:o.uIc
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NIESSY-LANEOUS (But none-the—less important) RESOURCES.. .
. . something for all the family!

“There's no need to hate in order to fight for freedom. Without hate one can build tunnels, erect dikes
on rivers, without hate one can open the ground to sow gain, without hate despotism can be

annihilated. .. rebellion does not imply brutality.” Praxeds G. Guerrero, Ptmtos Rojos (1907)
U'zfl"f§"'fl".IF§'§' E’-HIT’

. . .need your help to stop a guesome cycle of murders,
kidnappings and torture of SMALTRAINAL ICOLOMBIAN FOOD
AND DRINK WORKERS UNION] union leaders and organizers
involved in daily life-and-death struggles at Coca-Cola botting
plants in Colombia, South America.
"When you drink Coca-Cola remember that you are contributirg
to a process which sows unemployment, hunger and pain. The
young happy image projected by Coca-Cola masks the suffering
and the return of profits from Colombia to the U.S. We ask Coca-
cola to stop killing and you to stop drinking Coke.”
SINALTRAINAL leader Carlos Julia.
Protesters also draw attention to Coca-Cola's crimes in other
parts of the world, particularly in lnda, where the company
stands accused of causing severe water shortages in
communities across the country, pollutirg groundwater and soil
around its bottling faciities, cistributing its toxic waste as
"fertilizer" to farmers, and sefling drinks with levels of pesticides,
including DDT, up to 30 times higher than E.U. standards.
"Coca-Cola is a big contributor to George Bush. And like the

world of George Bush, the world of Coca-Cola is a world of lies, deception, immorality, corruption and
gross human rigl1ts and environmental abuses...Let's all work together to stop the war, stop Bush and
stop Killer Coke." Campaig1 Director Ray Rogers.

Campaign to Stop Killer Coke
P.0. Box 1004, Cooper Station

New York, NY 10276-1004, USA.
www.killercoke.org

E-mail- stopkillercoke@aol.com
Tel- (718) 852-2808

For further information check out-

Local contact- (Portsmouth) 02392 259998 www_¢0|QmbiagQ|ida|-ity_Q|-g,uk

awaezaamwamaw ."°"°"'f"3"‘“3°4'E-mail- colomb|a____sc@hotmail.com
@%¢’¢?'"W%(//l%’¢5"4%¢/ www.sinaltrainal.org
800-438-2653 www.indiaresource.org

f.7£'".I/.£/J.%/’l/§/M'fl'/§'/'.£’.I'v'§.HIf£’.£"£’.I/£r".I/1-I.7'§.l"fl"'.4I'/¢I'»'f'|fi’.fl'-fI'r.'iI/.1’-'.§’fififl.H/£¥Ir£§I§%’§&'f£/£%£’.fl§»W¢Q3@"¢.'%I/fi%fifiE'

Antifa (Anti Fascist Action) is a collective of militant anti-
fascists committed to opposing the rise of the far right in

Britain and abroad. A network of various organisations and
individuals who see anti-fascism as part of the class struggle.
This initiative aims to bring together those who wish to act
rather than talk. We aim to oppose the far right's electoral

politics and where possible use direct action. As well as street
activities we aim to promote nilitant anti-fascism in the football

and music areas.
Box 36, 84b Wlitechapel High St, London. E1 7QX.

E-mail- info@mfifa.org.uk
Ph0ne- 07952 759473
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Solidarity Federation
Anarcho-syndicalist federation of various local groups-
publish quarterly magazine- ‘Direct Action’ and regular

newsletter- ‘Catalyst’.
PO Box 1681, London, N8 7LE.

www.solfed.org.uk
E-mail- solfed@solfed.org.uk

Answer phone: 07984 675281
E-mail: solfed@solfed.org.uk

Contact national federation for groups in your area.
Including» www.solwest.org.uk

South West Solidarity and Solidarity Bristol,
Box 43, 82 Colston Street, Bristol, BS1 SBB.

W.“J'¢'*' I.'.fl”fl.W?.§"E’I.»%’fl’fi’£.E".fiZffi’ .liF

ll vfar is the ans»/er v/e are asking
U5? v/{org question
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www.cartoonkate.co.uk
Kate Evans has been marrying words and
images for political effect for the last ten years.
Artistically adventurous, she has evolved a
style of succinct comic reportage. She is an
active environmental campaigner and has
written and published Copse, a cartoon history
of the roads protest movement in the UK. See
an example of her work on page 21- cheers
Kate!

IE-mflll- kartoonkate astmai fmI

WI/§5“.£'/4H’/.I"/.#}§'.-Z’/.¢IP"4fl'/I/.fi'.|I)I'.lfl""fillfl/fi%‘fififiZfl'/ET/Z@’J’§).WI1@'/§H?fl’%#'.I-iIfifiH!’.WE..I!»'*".I’%'J').U.9‘J‘.

 WOIVIBLES  
“We believe in non-hierarchical decision making within
our collective and in broader society as a way to
empower individuals in participating in their lives to the
fullest. We promote self-organisation as the alternative
to handing power over our lives to the state or political
parties or other hierarchical institutions. Our struggle
for self-organisation and social autonomy brings us into
inevitable confrontation with the existing social and
political system. Any action we're involved in, whether
on a mass demonstration or by occupying empty
buildings to create social centres reflect the social
struggle to take control over our lives.”
All WOMBLES Tuesday meetings take place at lnstitute
of Autonomy- address below.

www.wombles.org.uk
E-mail- wombles@hotmail.com

INSTITUTE FOR AUTONOIVIY
For a life of dgiity without capitalism

Cafelfilms/mus|5c/info-shop/kids space/more
The lnstitute for Autonomy is a newly occupied
social centre in cattral London created in a
disused university builcfilg. The lnstitute for
Autonomy aims to be an open space for daily
development towards autonomy. We are a
collective of people of different backgrounds
and experiences: some of us have participated in
similar projects, some of us are students; none of
us can find a place in this society to live our lives
with digiity.
lt is more and more clear how unsustainable
capitalism is. The scream of nature is louder than
ever; animals are facing extinction all over the
world; and we are facing a bleak, uncertain
future...wars. . .wars against wars, wars against
our food, wars against the environment, and
wars against those who seek to resist.
We believe the process towards autonomy will
not protect us from the current situation, but
will create a path within the capitalist world
which will help us to learn, reflect and develop
real relationships between lmman beings based
on solidarity, honesty, respect, initiative and
dignity.

76-78 Gower Street, London WC1.
(Nearest tube Goodge Street/Euston/Euston

Square.)
Every Wednesday at 7.30 The lnstitute for

Autonomy hosts meetings of-
PRECARITY

Precarity stretches beyond work. lt includes
housing, debt, general instability, and the inability
to make plans. lt is an instrument of control; it is
enforced by those with power upon the
powerless. We can't choose how we want to
live. It engenders competition in social life. It
forces us into a Darwinian "struggle for
existence" on a social level. Precarity is the basic
condition of individuals in capitalist society. It
divides us, and limits opportunities to get
together. People are dsempowered and social
relations break down. We need to develop a
network of strugges, collectivising those
individual acts of resistance and establishing
social support and solidarity. We want to avoid
the dead-end focus and sterile tactics of the old
left around job security, and we need to
transcend old ways of organising such as unions
that can't work with more transient kinds of
employment.

www.precarity.'nfo
E-mail- info@www.precarity.co.uk
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The Israeli ‘security wall‘ is the world's biggest prison.
Twice as long as the Berlin wall and three times as
high, it's strange that the world doesn't seem to
notice it. The wall encloses 250,000 Palestinians,
cutting them off from schools, clinics, land, and any
chance of a future as an independent state. Check
these sites for details of how you can help.

www.stopthewall.org
Main site of the apartheid wall [in Palestine] opposition

network.
PENGON,

PO Box 25220,
Beit Hanha,
Jerusalem,
Palestine.

Tel: +972-2-6565890/87
In popular resistance we stand against settlements
and colonization and demand implementation of the I.C.l.
decision to demolish the Apartheid Wall.

www.nowall.org.uk
E-mail- nowall@waronwant.org

www.catdestroyshomes.org
Anti-Caterpillar site.

As well as producing a naff line in clothing and
footwear, Caterpillars main business is supplying most
of the Israeli army's tanks and kill-dozers.

E-mail- 'mfo@catdestroyshomes.org

www.palestinecampaign.org F
\.-"‘v"~./"v"\.r"~.z v*\/‘v”\/\/Kill:/T.’

Free Tibet Campaigt
Free Tibet Campaign stands for the Tibetans’
right to determine their own future. It campaigns
for an end to the Chinese occupation of Tibet and
for the Tibetans‘ fundamental human rignts to be
respected. It is independent of all governments
and is funded by its members and supporters.

Free Tibet Campaign,
28 Charles Square,

London, N1 6HT.
www.freetibet.org

Tel- +44 (0)20 7324 4605
Email: mail@freetibet.org
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www.th'Ifl<-peace.org
Change is possible. Change is necessary. Hope is

elementary.
151 1:’-itii.is6 éi5 5

www.br@lt-future.org
Bright Future is a not-for-profit organization that
builds playgrotmds and children's museums in the
world's poorest places. Providing a clean, safe and
educational environment for parents to take their

Voices in the Widerness
Since it’s founding in 1996, Voices in the
Vifnlderness has campaigied to end econonuc and
military warfare against the Iraqi people. We have
done this by orgarizing over seventy delegations
to Iraq in deliberate violation of UN economic
sanctions and US law. We have lived alongside
ordinary Iraqis before and during the US invasion
and throughout the current US occupation of
Iraq. In defiance of the sanctions, we publicly
delivered modest amounts of medical supplies to
children and families in need; our primary focus has
always been ordinary Iraqi civilians and the most
vulnerable of Iraqi society, especially children.

www.vitw.org
E-mail- 'mfo@vitw.org
Tel- (773) 784-8065
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 The website of BRIAN I-IAW- peace protestor and
i defender of the riglt to protest outside of Parliament.

Brian Haw has been it Parliament Square contmuously since
I 2nd lune 2001 in protest against the US/UK support of
 economic sanctions in iraq. the invasion of Iraq and the on

going ‘war on terror’.
1 People are needed to joii a rota to defend any threatened
 eviction of Brian Haw - to volmteer call- 07916 151054

I above for further detaib.
 mw.mmm .§§LQ5§Fifif&¢$§“mfi”w"§¢smmmw~fi

www.blockthebuiders.org.uk
BLOCK THE BUILDERS is an explicitly non-violent campaign initiated

by Aldermaston Women's Peace Camp(aign)-
(A.W.P.C.- I57 Lyndhurst Road, Won-thing, W Sussex BN11.

ww"w.aldermaston.net, E-mail- 'nfo@aldermaston.net)- supported by
Trident Ploughshares, CND and other various miscreants which aims to

physically obstruct, and attempt to prevent, the building of the new
Orion Laser facility,
planned for 2005.

E-mail- btb@aldermaston.net
Tel- 07969 739 812

%N-%*w%%"V%%%% ~"iE
DISARM D.S.E.i.

The global arms trade profits
from war and destruction,
fuelling instability, conflict and
oppression around the world.
Arms dealers constantly search
for new ways to sell their
deadly products, often arming
both sides in a conflict, adding
fuel to the fire and leading to
tragic consequences. The UK
and US make up the two largest
arms dealing nations in the
world. States use the arms
trade for their own ends, with
arms being sold to tyrannical
regimes which will ‘protect’ US/UK corporate ‘interests’ - i.e. refuse
workers rights, human rights, environmental protection and smash
furiously any social movements which dare to resist this oppression.
loin us and show that we will not tolerate this murderous trade, find

Q l I-your local arms dealer and organnse an actnon nn your area' >i":I5?:*.>'l."r'5r:-<1‘~:*:-i‘~‘:>1t*.»'¥r-.'»"¢?:l?f:iT¢¢::>*¢:.*¢"Z:»~’¥¢.::i*I:.’T-I*:i~'?1:fi':*.11r.§T4t£:*;T?r~."1¥1:Ii‘.:1'~i:f-'-ii:.'¢'¢“.:.'>‘1:>-"-‘:f-'-1'.'.»-"¢‘;:»’~1':»’1

BM Box 3679,
London, WCIN 3X)(.

www.dsei.org
Email: cisarm@dsei.org

Tel- 07817 652029
To join the intemational e-mail list send a blank e-mail to-

actionagainstarmstrade-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

I E-mail- ‘mfo@parliament-sq|are.org.uk or check website

.""-./‘-./‘\.r‘\..»"‘-./"' .'Fr»‘“~r»‘s»*=..“»“s’»*.*&’A:’»‘k;¢“~¢f>.»~.»o~o\/\.~"=¥

TRDENT PLOUGHSHARES
is a campaign to dsarm the UK

Trident rnuclear weapons system
in a non-violent, open, peaceful
and fully accountable manner.

Trident Ploughshares,
42-46 Bethel St,

Norwich, NR2 INR.
www.tridentploughshares.org

Tel- O84-5 45 88 366
E-mail-

web@ridentpl%shares.org
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NO SWEAT is an activist,
campaigning organisation, fighting
sweatshop bosses, in solidarity

with workers worldwide;
campaigting agaitst sweatshop
labour for the likes of Nike etc.
No Sweat, PO Box 36707,

London. SW9 SYA.
www.nosweat.org.uk

E-mail- adn'n@iosweat.org.uk
Tel: 07904 431 959

www.artofthestate.co.uk
What with having both punk

legends SUBHUMANS and agit-
stencilised BANKSY in its‘ pages
(plus shed loads more) - this site

has got to be checked!!!
info@artofthestate.co.uk
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THE RAMPART
Creative Centre and Social Space

Under the principles of non-hierarchical DIY
culture, the rampART Creative Centre and Social
Space is managed by a collective of artists and
activists with a strong emphasis on consensus
decision-making. Operating on a non-commercial
not-for-profit basis, the venue provides a large
hall for events, a makeshift stage, and small PA,
library, meeting rooms, workshop space, band
rehearsal and recording room, video and audio
editing, radio studio, internet access including
open Wi-Fi, and a shared office. rannpART has

been hosting cultural and political events,
including film screenings, exhibitions, g'gs,

discussions, meetings and workshops.
15-17 Rampart Street, (off Commercial Road)

London, E1 2LA.
www.rampart.co.nr

E-mail- rampartgnnutualaitlorg
Tel: 07050 618445

""'v""‘~J"‘\-.l-*"‘-.-n"‘~..-I""~..»""'v
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CAMPAIGN AGAINST DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE

CADV, PO Box 2371, London, E1 SNQ.
www.cadv.org.uk

E-mail- enquiries@cadv.org.uk
Tel: 020 8520 5881

www.worldnakedbikeride.org

www.sq1at.net
An international internet magazine with main focus

on squatted houses, car sites and other free
spaces. Different people, with different

backgrounds (e.g. squatters, punks, hackers, etc.)
try to work together and collect news and

important stuff on the squatter scene.

www.noborder.org
The no border network is a tool for all

groups and grass root organizations who
work on the questions of migrants and asylum

seekers in order to struggle alongside with
them for freedom of movement, for the

freedom for all to stay in the place which they
have chosen, against repression and the many

controls which multiply the borders
everywhere in all countries.

1*2.’28

1 IN 12 CLUB
Members’ social club based on the principles of self-
management. The original objectives of the 1 in 12

Club were to develop and spread the anarchist
values of self-management, co-operation and mutual
aid. Through gigs, books, records and direct action,
the Club has sougnt to extend the influence of these
ideas throughout Bradford and beyond. Who can tell

what the future will bring, a Housing Association,
Credit Union, and a Farm have all been discussed by
members. Whether these ideas are realized or not
the 1 in 12 Club remains a living example of practical
anarchism in action. Participative, democratic and
dynamic, the 1 in 12 Club is proof that given the

opportunity, people have the creativity, intelligence
and above all desire to beg'n taking back control

over their own lives
21-23 Abion St, Bradford, BD1 2LY.

www.1in12.go-Iegend.net
Tel- 01274 734160

E-mai- info@1in12.com
Qfififififififififififififififififlfifififififi“

www.antifa.net
Portal to anti-fascism and anti-racism on the web. Offer

secure web hosting to anti-fascists.
../'~.-*-./it/n-.xv*~..-" w ~”$fi§flmJ$~.%s”%'&xv'mmoww $c”m-ewAwv\wwv~£

www.awn.org.uk
Anarchist Workers Network

fififififififififififiQQQQfififiR2&fiRfi&QfifiQ&fiRfiQfiQfiR&QQQQ. r”

www.anarchistyouth.net
For budding young troublemakers!

“sassfififififififififiQfifififiQkfifififi222222222922222222222222?

SHELTER NlGHTLlNE- (free-phone) 0800 446 441
Emergency housing help & advice.

4" 4* ' 1" I I 1,‘ D I ' J‘ 1* 4 1- ’ 1*. -‘“ 3%%&&flRRRRkfifififififififififififi£$$fi£fi£§$%»mwwfi££$%

www.profaneexistance.com
DIY anarcho-punk resource mag.

”””““$¥$¥5fi¥fi¥$¥fi$855%8¥%%%%%%%%%%%%%%@%%%%%%QQQfiQQfiRfifi

So there's plenty to get involved with. . .
And don't forget the following sites for much more

extensive contacts!resources listings. ..
Veggies firectory

www.vegies.org.uk/acd/'mdex.htm
Schnews- Yellow Pages

http:/Iwww.schnews.org.uk/Elias/index.htm
Anarchist Yellow Pages-

Directory of anarchist goups worldwide-
http://‘ayp.subvert.'mfo
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The archfiends of cyber unk release 3. new bumper

fun-pacts ed & dud eedmg Acid To Horses"-
featuring 4- movies and 11 ct-ax of disturbed musics.
vis‘it..www.evocrim.co.u1t or e-mail. h6ebDp@e1.l'0crim..c0.1IIc
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BRING THEM TO:
SVS Action Centre, Kingsland Sq, St Marys, So’ton, SO14 1NllV

Or phone us and we'll collect them.
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We have an office at SVS. “Drop In” on Mondajywafternoonsyg1- 4 pm if
you're having trouble getting the
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